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Chapter 1Introduction1.1 OverviewThe central success of nuclear physics theory to date is that of the shell model.In this view of the nucleus, neutrons and protons move as independent particleswithin some phenomenological local potential. The potential can be said to bearbitrary in the sense that it is chosen to reproduce the magic numbers (associatedwith shell closures) and other nuclear properties e.g. binding energies. Certainly,much of nuclear spectroscopy and many nuclear reactions are described success-fully within this framework. It is interesting to note, though, that for many yearsthe success of the shell model remained a puzzle. In particular, it was not un-derstood how a cluster of strongly interacting particles could be so well describedby independent particle motion. The answer was found to lie in both the shortrange nature of the nucleon-nucleon interaction and the inuence of the Pauli ex-clusion principle, which prohibits most nucleon-nucleon scattering due to the lackof available nal states in the nucleus.It is perhaps ironic that these same qualities, which are responsible for the shellmodel's success, also render many nuclear properties insensitive to much of theunderlying dynamics. Attempts to better understand these underlying dynamicshave led to an increasing interest in microscopic theories of the nucleus. Interme-diate energy photonuclear reaction studies have proved their worth in this area,not only in verifying the general validity of the shell model (e.g. in extracting sin-1
gle particle wave functions) but also in providing powerful tests of the microscopicmodels. It is within this context of improving our understanding of the nucleusat this microscopic level that the work reported in this thesis should be viewed.In contrast to the phenomenology of the shell model, where the nuclear potentialwell can be freely chosen, the input for microscopic theories is generally muchmore fundamentally constrained. A good example of this is Hartree-Fock theory,where a mean eld, similar in nature to the shell model potential, is not `pulledout of thin air' but rather derived from some realistic nucleon-nucleon potential.It is generally accepted that the nucleon-nucleon interaction is mediated via theexchange of virtual mesons. Many microscopic theories include these mesonicdegrees of freedom explicitly and various coupling constants, form factors andpropagators are used as inputs. It has also been shown that the explicit inclusionof Meson Exchange Currents (MEC) is necessary to describe some photonuclearreactions, i.e. they cannot be explained in conventional nuclear theory whichprojects onto the purely nucleonic components of the Hilbert space. Another in-teresting question which can only be answered through a microscopic approach isthe role of isobars, in particular the (1232), in nuclei. Experiments suggest theDelta constitutes a few per cent of the nuclear wave function and certainly playsan important role in reaction mechanisms in the resonance bombarding energyregion. Nuclear pion photoproduction forms an important part of these studies.Given the good knowledge of free pion photoproduction, one can learn, by study-ing the nuclear case, about medium modications, thus testing our understandingof Delta and pion propagation in the nucleus. The next section reviews previousstudies of the process.
2
1.2 Previous DataAlthough nuclear pion photoproduction has been extensively surveyed near thresh-old, the aim of these experiments was primarily to study exclusive (; ) reactionswhere the residual nucleus is in a denite state and no nucleon emission has oc-curred. These reactions are very sensitive to nuclear structure eects and it wasindeed to probe these eects that the experiments were performed. For an exten-sive review of this area of the eld the reader is referred to reference [Nag91].In the Delta excitation region, where higher photon energies are involved andat least one nucleon is normally emitted in addition to the pion, the sensitivityto nuclear structure diminishes and one is looking more at the modications ofthe free production process by the nuclear medium. In this area, the data aresparse and those that do exist are either of a single arm (inclusive) nature or oflow resolution. All the data suer from restricted kinematics. Each experiment isreviewed as follows.The Tokyo DataHomma et al. performed inclusive proton photoproduction measurements onBeryllium and Carbon using tagged photons at the Tokyo 1.3GeV synchrotron[Hom83]. The photon energy range was 340 to 580MeV, tagged with a 10MeVresolution. Protons were detected by a spectrometer set to cover the angularrange p=25 5 and a momentum range from 300 to 1100MeV/c. Results werepresented as double dierential cross sections, d2d
pdpp , versus proton momentum.The results for Carbon are shown in gure 1.1. The momentum spectra shown canbe tted to two Gaussians. The natural explanation of this structure is that thehigh energy peak is due to proton knockout as part of the quasi-deuteron processand the lower peak is due to quasi-free pion production, where the pion is unde-tected. The Gaussian ts allow the energy dependence of the two processes to bedetermined and Delta resonance behaviour is found in the latter, as expected.
3
The Bonn DataArends et al. performed an inclusive charged pion photoproduction experimenton 12C using tagged photons at the Bonn 500MeV synchrotron facility [Are82].The photon range was from 200 to 390MeV, tagged with a 10MeV resolution.A pion spectrometer (
=80msr) recorded data for positive and negative pionsat four angular settings, =48, 72, 108 and 128. The pion energy threshold,Tmin = 40MeV, was quite high. The data were presented as double dierentialcross sections, d2d
dT , versus pion energy and compared to results obtained usingthe cascade code PIKI which assumes that the process is essentially a quasi-freereaction followed by nal state interactions. Reasonably good agreement wasobtained as can be seen from the comparison (solid line) shown in gure 1.2.The MIT-Bates DataThe MIT-Bates experiment represents one of only two exclusive coincidence stud-ies previously performed on the pion photoproduction reaction. L.D. Pham etal. made (;  p) measurements on oxygen [Pha91]. The experiment used abremsstrahlung photon beam with end-point energy E = 360MeV. Pions weredetected using the 5.1msr Bigbite magnetic spectrometer, which was positionedat two settings, = 64 and 120. Protons were detected at the conjugate angles,p= 40 and 20, by an array of plastic scintillator telescopes, which measured pro-ton energy and out of plane angle. The analysis allowed the ground and 6.2MeVstates in 15O (i.e. p-shell removal states) to be resolved and data were presentedas double dierential cross sections, d2d
d
p , as a function of proton out of planeangle with pion energy being integrated out. A 30MeV lower energy thresholdwas applied to the proton measurements. The data generally suered from lowstatistics and both the bremsstrahlung beam and high electron background at for-ward angles led to complexities in the analysis. The data are shown in gures 1.3,where they are compared to calculations made using the Distorted Wave ImpulseApproximation (DWIA) code THREEDEE [Cha77]. The main feature found wasthat the forward pion angle data were dramatically lower than predicted.4
Figure 1.1: Inclusive proton momentum spectra from the Tokyo data
Figure 1.2: Comparison of Bonn data with the cascade code PIKI (solid line)5
The Tomsk DataPerhaps the highest quality data published to date are those provided by Gla-vanokov et al. [Gla79a]. They performed an exclusive (;  p) measurement onCarbon-12 using a bremsstrahlung photon beam produced at the Tomsk electronsynchrotron. Three end point energies of E= 350, 370 and 390MeV were used.Pion energies were determined by measuring their range in a copper absorberand proton energies by time of ight measurements. This gave pion and protonacceptances of 40-180MeV and 50-190MeV respectively. The measurement ofthe pion was performed at 120 and of the proton at 20. Both detectors werein the reaction plane. The excitation of the nal system was measured with aresolution between 6 and 17MeV. The data were presented as three-fold dier-ential cross sections, d3dTpd
d
p , versus proton energy. The data were split intotwo sets corresponding to residual nucleus excitation energies EX <10MeV and10MeV< EX <40MeV, corresponding to removal from p3=2 and s1=2 shells respec-tively. The data and a comparison to calculations made using the DWIA codeof Li, Benhold and Wright [Li93] are shown in gure 1.4. The non-local DWIApredictions are represented by the solid line and good agreement with the datapoints is found although a problem remains in describing the s1=2 shell data.The Present ExperimentThe present experiment constitutes a signicant improvement over all the above.It oers a fully exclusive measurement of the 12C(; +n) reaction over a wideregion of phase space. Photons in the range 150-800MeV, tagged with a 2MeVresolution, allow a survey over the whole Delta resonance region. A missing energyresolution of 8MeV allows for separation of p- and s-shell excitation regions inthe residual system. The pion and neutron detectors cover a wide angular range,=50-130 and n=10-150 with good resolution. The detector thresholds arelow, Tmin=20MeV and Tnmin= 15MeV, with a maximum pion detection energy of180MeV. All the above facts taken together lead to the conclusion that sensitivetests of theoretical models should be possible.6
Figure 1.3: Comparison of Bates data with the THREEDEE DWIA prediction
Figure 1.4: Comparison of Tomsk data with a DWIA prediction (solid line)7
Chapter 2Theoretical Framework2.1 PhotoabsorptionPhotoabsorption is a process in which the electromagnetic eld of the photoncouples to the charge and current of the nucleus inducing a transition. The energyand momentum of the absorbed photon are shared amongst the constituents ofthe nal state. The total photoabsorption cross section versus photon energy isshown in gure 2.1. Dierent energy regions involve dierent dynamics of thenuclear system.To describe the system more formally, a reference to classical electrodynamicscan be made, where the electromagnetic interaction is expressed by the term: eJA (2.1)in the Lagrangian density of the `eld + charge' system [Ber71]. The 4-potentialof the eld is denoted A and the particle current density 4-vector is denoted Jand satises the continuity equation:@J = 0 (2.2)which expresses the principle of conservation of charge.Expressed quantum mechanically, dynamical variables are replaced by opera-tors and the initial nuclear system is described by the state vector 	i, which is aneigenstate of the Hamiltonian H: H	i = Ei	i (2.3)8
Figure 2.1: The total photoabsorption cross sectionwhere Ei is the energy of the nuclear system. The presence of the photon intro-duces an interaction term into the Hamiltonian of the form,V = e Z JAd3x (2.4)This term is responsible for the time development of the system. Due tothe weakness of the interaction, transitions can be described using perturbationtheory. To rst order, the transition rate from initial state 	i to nal state 	f isgiven by Fermi's Golden Rule: wi!f = 2h jVfij2f (2.5)where f is the density of nal states and Vfi is the matrix element of the inter-action operator between initial and nal states.Vfi = < f jV ji > (2.6)= e Z (JfiA)d3x (2.7)Jfi = < 	f jJ j	i > (2.8)where Jfi is referred to as the transition current.9
Photonuclear reactions can be used to test theoretical predictions of the tran-sition current. The initial and nal states, 	i and 	f , involve nucleons, mesonsand resonances and the current operator includes terms involving all of these, viz,J = Jnucleons + Jmesons + J resonances (2.9)Conventional nuclear physics, however, uses the subspace of nucleons only. Usingthe formalism of Gari and Hebach [Gar81], where the wave functions in the nucle-onic subspace are denoted i and f and the operator projecting out this spaceis ( + Q), one obtains the following expressions:	i;f = ( +Q)i;f (2.10)Vfi = < 	f jV j	i > (2.11)= < f j( +Q)yV ( +Q)ji > (2.12)= < f jV eff ji > (2.13)The interaction operator has been replaced by an eective one in the nucleonicsubspace. The eective operator can be expressed as an expansion in one-, two-,three- etc. body terms. In terms of the current operator, J, the many body termsare collected into a single exchange term JEXC :V eff = V effone body + V efftwo body + ::: (2.14)Jeff = Jeffone body + JeffEXC (2.15)Photoabsorption reactions essentially measure the transition current thus re-vealing the associated nuclear dynamics. When discussing photoabsorption it isnecessary to specify the energy range. This is because the scale to which a photonis sensitive is of the order of its wavelength. Low energy photons (E < 20MeV)tend to be sensitive to the nucleus as a whole and hence excite collective states.Ultra-GeV photons at the other extreme probe the quark sub-structure of nu-cleons as in deep inelastic scattering. Indeed the success of the parton model indescribing these reactions was one of the rst pieces of evidence for the existenceof quarks. In the intermediate energy range which is the domain of this work, viz.100MeV < E < 1GeV, the dimension being probed is that of the nucleon and10
the inter-nucleon spacing thus one must expect the one- and two-body terms toplay an important role in the reaction mechanisms.One body terms describe processes where the photon interacts with a singlenucleon, the rest of the nucleus being a spectator. The two body terms involvemeson exchange and are inuenced by the fact that nucleons in the nucleus arenot independent but correlated. In the ground state these correlations are rapidlyhealed by Pauli blocking and the repulsive hard core of the nucleon-nucleon poten-tial creates correlation holes in the otherwise independent particle wave function.The rapid healing of the wave function means that these short range correlationswill only show up in the high momentum components of the wave function. Whereenergy is supplied by the photon, the Pauli blocking is overcome as the nal statenucleons are promoted above the Fermi level. This induced meson exchange be-comes very important in describing the reaction. This is done by using two-bodyor meson exchange currents (MEC) in the nuclear current operator. Some of thesecontributions are shown graphically in gure 2.2.
Two-body terms.One-body terms.
N π ∆ γFigure 2.2: One and two-body terms in photoabsorptionThe work of the Glasgow-Edinburgh-Tubingen collaboration has been to carryout a range of exclusive coincidence photoabsorption measurements viz. (;pN) ,(; N) etc. at the MAMI-B facility in Mainz and thus measure many channelsrelating to one and two-body mechanisms. Pion photoproduction is essentiallya one body process analogous to nucleon knock out. Where nucleon knockout issuppressed in the resonance region, due to the high momentum mismatch, pionproduction in which the pion takes up the required momentum takes over.11
2.2 Free Pion PhotoproductionPhysically, free pion photoproduction involves the coupling of the electromagneticeld to the charge and magnetic moment of the nucleon. This induces the nucleonto radiate pions via the strong interaction. The cross section for the process as afunction of incident photon energy is shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Free charged pion photoproduction cross sectionIt rises from threshold and exhibits resonant behaviour at E  340MeV (the-region) and then attens out with higher resonances being unresolved due totheir large widths.Being an electromagnetic process, one might expect it to be well understood;witness the triumphs of Quantum Electro-Dynamics (QED). There are problemshowever. The rst is that the nucleon has a sub-structure due to its quark content,the dynamics of which are not solvable at low energy. If the nucleon were struc-tureless (point-like), as the electron is, then one could express the NN couplingwith the simple transition current:jNN = u0u (2.16)12
where u0 and u are Dirac spinors representing the electron and  representsthe Dirac matrices. In the nucleon, however, the underlying structure compli-cates matters; the nucleon can be seen as coupling to a cloud of virtual mesonswhich alter its charge distribution and magnetic moment. The transition currentmust then be expressed in the most general form allowed by symmetry require-ments [Bil76]: jNN = u0[F1(Q) + F2(Q)k ]u (2.17)where the structure information is contained in the Dirac and Fermi form factors,F1 and F2, which are functions of the momentum transfer to the nucleon. Thesefunctions are obtained experimentally and, for the proton at least, they are wellknown. The second problem is that the nal state particles, the pion and nucleon,strongly interact. The strength of the interaction gives rise to rescattering eects.As the following sections will show the description of this aspect of the reactionrelies heavily on phenomenology, specically the use of pion scattering data.All theories of pion photoproduction proceed from the same starting point[Noz90], a meson-baryon eective Lagrangian. The choice of Lagrangian should besimple and able to reproduce qualitatively a wide variety of elementary processes.The Lagrangian is in eect mocking up the underlying quark dynamics. Someguidance in the choice of Lagrangian can be found in the underlying symmetriesof Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) and a good discussion of this is given in areport by E. Oset [Ose82]. The pseudo-vector (PV) coupling of pion and nucleonhas become a common choice as it satises chiral symmetry and the PartiallyConserved Axial Current (PCAC) hypothesis. The interaction Lagrangian hasthe form, LNN = i fm N5N@ (2.18)where coupling constants are chosen to t N and  scattering in the tree ap-proximation i.e. no Feynman diagrams involving loops can be included. Theelectromagnetic coupling is introduced by minimal substitution:@ ! @   ieA (2.19)thus ensuring gauge invariance. For a PV N coupling the interaction Lagrangian13
becomes, LPV = LNN + LNN + L + LNN (2.20)the terms of which are shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Vertices associated with interaction terms in the PV N LagrangianFrom this Lagrangian, the amplitude for the process in the Born approximationis given by constructing the lowest order Feynman diagrams as shown in gure2.5.
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Direct Crossed Pion pole Seagull
Figure 2.5: Born terms in the free pion production amplitudeThese are referred to as the Born terms and they are dominant at low energyand for charged pion production still provide 50% of the cross section in the resonance region. Going beyond the Born approximation involves the inclusion ofresonant and multiparticle intermediate states in the amplitude. The dominantnon-Born contribution for E  500MeV is that of the P33 pion-nucleon resonance14





















- Photon four momentum.
- Photon polarisation.
- Pion four momentum.
- Initial (final) nucleon 4-momentum.
- Initial (final) nucleon isospinor.Figure 2.6: Dynamical variables relating to pion photoproductionThe rst photopion production amplitude to gain recognition was that ofChew, Low, Goldberger and Nambu (CGLN) introduced in their classic paperof 1957 [Che57]. In this paper, they introduced notation which has become stan-dard in describing the amplitude for pion photoproduction.The most general form of the N ! N transition operator can be expressedas a linear combination: t(;) = Jfi (2.21)= Xi AiMi (2.22)of all the Lorentz invariants Mi which can be formed from the particle four-momenta, the Dirac -matrices and the photon polarisation . There are four15
linearly independent combinations and the representation chosen by CGLN (withP=(pi + pf)/2) was:M1 = i5 6  6 k (2.23)M2 = 2i5(P  q  k   P  kq  ) (2.24)M3 = 5(6 q  k  6 kq  ) (2.25)M4 = 25(6 P  k  6 kP    iM 6  6 k) (2.26)The coecients Ai are functions of the particle momenta of which there are onlytwo independent Lorentz scalars. CGLN chose:Ai = Ai(; 1) ;  =  P:k=M ; 1 =  q:k=2M (2.27)There are four possible isospin channels: (; +n) ,(;  p) ,(; 0n) and (; 0p) .An analysis of the systematics of the isospin dependence of the amplitude was rstcarried out by K. Watson in 1954 [Wat54]. He showed that the four isospin am-plitudes could be expressed in terms of three independent functions, A0i ; A+i ; A i .Thus the full description of the amplitude reduces to the evaluation of twelve (fourtimes three) functions of  and 1.CGLN proceeded to do a non-relativistic reduction of the above operator inthe barycentric (pion-nucleon) reference frame. The dierential cross-section thentakes the form, dd
 = qk j < f jFji > j2 (2.28)where, for a given isospin conguration, the transition operator takes the simpliedform: F = i  ̂F1 +   q  k  ̂jqjjkj F2 + i  kq̂jqjjkj F3 + i  qq̂q2 F4 (2.29)where F1::4 are functions of photon energy and pion angle. This angular depen-dence can be expressed in terms of Legendre polynomials thus expressing theamplitude as a multipole expansion,
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F1 = 1Xl=0[lMl+ +El+]P 0l+1(x) + [(l + 1)Ml  +El ]P 0l 1(x) (2.30)F2 = 1Xl=1[(l + 1)Ml+ + lMl ]P 0l (x) (2.31)F3 = 1Xl=1[El+  Ml+]P 00l+1(x) + [El  +Ml ]P 00l 1(x) (2.32)F4 = 1Xl=2[Ml+  El+  Ml    El ]P 00l (x) (2.33)where x = cos() and P0l represent derivatives of the Legendre polynomials.The amplitude is now expressed in terms of energy dependent multipoles, MlandEl, transitions being initiated by magnetic and electric radiation respectively,leading to nal states of orbital angular momentum l and total angular momentumj = l  12 . Superscripts (+; ; 0) can be added to each quantity to denote theisospin amplitude involved. It is in terms of these multipoles that the amplitudesand data are most often compared. They provide some physical insight as theM1+ multipole, for instance, corresponds to an incident photon coupling to thenucleon to form a J=32 state which leads to an l=1 pion. The J=32 nature of themultipole is identical to that of the Delta nucleon resonance and one may expectthis multipole to show correspondingly resonant behaviour as is found to be thecase.The second reason for expressing the amplitude in terms of these multipoles isthat comparison with N scattering data is possible. This is critical as calculationof the non-Born part depends on the use of this information. This can be seenexplicitly in Watson's theorem where, for a given isospin conguration, the phaseof a given multipole is shown to be the same for the (; ) and (; 0) processes.
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2.2.2 Watson's TheoremIn his paper \Some general relations between the photoproduction and scatter-ing of -mesons" Watson [Wat54] derived some key qualitative properties of thephotoproduction process. In particular, Watson applied unitarity of the S-matrixto derive an expression for the complex phases of the matrix elements of theproduction process. Watson states:. . . the multipole matrix elements for photoproduction are essentiallyreal quantities. Because of meson-nucleon scattering in the nal state,the phases of the various meson partial waves are shifted relative toone another by the amount of the scattering phase shifts.Thus we can view the (; N) process as a two step process; pion productionfollowed by pion scattering in the nal state. Watson's theorem can be derivedfrom unitarity of the S-matrix: SSy = 1in conjunction with the dominance of the N scattering channel over that ofN! N. In the sections to follow, any reference to the imposition of unitarityshould be understood as demanding that production multipoles are of the correctphase. Note that Watson's theorem is an explicitly on-shell concept as scatteringis on-shell.
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2.2.3 Beyond the Born ApproximationAll models of pion photoproduction agree on the form of the amplitude in the Bornapproximation. Their individual characteristics become apparent in describingfeatures beyond this. There are essentially three approaches to attaining the fullpion photoproduction amplitude. Each relies heavily on pion scattering data asinput. Thus they are all phenomenological in this sense. What is required isan amplitude that can easily be applied to nuclear calculations and this must beborne in mind when evaluating the various models. For example, the DispersionRelations approach may claim a stronger physical basis as opposed to the moread-hoc Eective Lagrangian technique. The latter, however, is more convenientfor use in nuclear calculations and retains in a manifest way an insight into theunderlying dynamics of the process. The Hamiltonian approach claims to have anatural extension o the mass shell, which is necessary when the process is studiedinside the nuclear medium. Each technique is discussed in turn.2.2.4 Dispersion RelationsDispersion relations were rst applied in optics in the Kronig-Kramer relation.Dispersion relations are related to Cauchy's Integral Theorem for analytic complexfunctions of a complex variable.IC f(z)z   z0dz = 2if(z0) (2.34)Applied to pion photoproduction, they correspond to a statement of the analyticnature of the S-matrix. They were rst used in the current context by Chew etal. in the CGLN paper discussed earlier [Che57]. A more rigorous analysis wasmade by Berends et al. in 1967 [Ber67]. The dispersion relation for a multipoleamplitude is given as,ReMl(W ) = MBl + P Z 1M+m dW 0 ImMl(W 0)W 0  M+1Xl` Z 1M+m sW 0Kll0(W;W 0)ImMl0(W 0) (2.35)where MBl (W ) is the Born term (projected onto the multipole in question) as afunction ofW , the c.m.s. energy. The second term is called the direct term relating19
to rescattering in the multipole in question. The kernel function Kll0(W;W 0)dictates the contribution from other pion partial waves. The key to solving theseequations lies in the application of unitarity in the form of Watson's theorem i.e.the phase of the multipole amplitude is that of pion scattering. This is expressed:ImMl = ReMltanl (2.36)= ReMltanl (2.37)where l is the (; 0) scattering phase shift. With these constraints, the dispersionrelations become solvable.Where the phases are small the Born terms will dominate. The success ofthis approach to pion photoproduction has been due to the fact that only theP33 (J=32 , T=32) phase shift becomes large and hence dominates the dispersionintegrals. The resulting M31+ multipole is show in gure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: The M31+ multipole as predicted by dispersion relationsA note on the application of the dispersion theory result to nuclear applicationsis worthy here. Free pion production acts on a stationary nucleon whereas insidethe nucleus, nucleons acquire Fermi motion and a frame independent expressionfor the amplitude is desirable to facilitate calculations. Multipoles are, however,dened in the barycentric frame and one must transform the amplitude into theinvariant form PAiMi discussed earlier. This is complex and physical insight into20
the various components of the amplitude is lost. It is, however, the method usedby Glavanokov in his nuclear calculations [Gla79].2.2.5 The Eective Lagrangian ApproachThe Eective Lagrangian approach is more ad-hoc than the above dispersiontheory. The non-Born part is treated by explicit inclusion into the Lagrangian ofnew intermediate state particles. As stated above, the non-Born part is dominatedby the P33  N resonance - the Delta (1232). The Delta is included as an explicitdegree of freedom into the Lagrangian and coupling constants, form factors andwidths are chosen to t N scattering data and indeed the photomeson data itself.These resonant additions to the amplitude are depicted by the Feynman diagramsin gure 2.8. The rst two terms i.e. (a) and (b) represent the direct and crossedDelta pole terms. Term (c) is a rescattering term and should not be included asit is implicit in the rst term. This is another way of saying that the couplingsused in the model are for that of a dressed Delta.
∆γπN
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Figure 2.8: The contribution of the Delta to the pion photoproduction amplitudeAs it stands, the amplitudes are all real and nal state rescattering mustbe properly taken into account by unitarising the amplitude i.e. each multipolemust be given the correct phase as dictated by N scattering. This procedure iscomplicated by the fact that each multipole may contain a non-resonant (Born)and a resonant piece. The correct procedure for unitarisation was developed by21
Olson [Ols74] who showed that one must apply a prescribed phase to the resonantterm in the amplitude.Blomqvist and Laget [Blo77] pursued this approach in 1977 with the aim ofnding a convenient yet accurate transition operator for use in nuclear calcula-tions. They performed a non-relativistic reduction of the PV Lagrangian to getan operator valid to order (p/m)2 in any frame of reference. The , being a J=32particle, is described by Rarita-Schwinger spinors. There are two N couplingswith constants G1 and G2. The second is neglected in the B-L model due to itssmall eect on the total cross section (although specic multipoles are very sen-sitive to it). The N coupling constant G3 and the  mass M and width   areextracted from pion scattering data. The values obtained are:M = 1231MeV  = 109( jqjjqj )3MQ 1 + (Rjqj)21 + (Rjqj)2 MeVG3 = g3mvuut1 + (Rjqj)21 + (Rjqj)2 MeV  1R = 0:00552MeV 1g3 = 2:13This t reproduces the (3,3) scattering phase shifts. The N coupling con-stant, G1, was determined by a t to charged pion production data:G1 = g1M +mm q4=137; g1 = 0:282Using the above parameters, the various Feynman diagrams involving an inter-mediate Delta can be calculated. These amplitudes are added to the Born termsand the cross section is calculated. Figure 2.9 shows the predicted cross sectionsin the B-L model.Davidson, Mukhopadhay and Wittman (DMW) extended the B-L model in1986 [Wit86]. They included the u-channel crossed  term and the second Ncoupling. The eect was noticeable in certain multipoles but the predicted crosssection remained largely the same as that of the B-L model.22
Figure 2.9: Pion production cross sections predicted by B-L model (solid line)2.2.6 The Hamiltonian ApproachThe latest addition to the family of models describing free pion photoproductionis that of Nozowa, Blankleider and Lee (NBL) [Noz90]. Their model is similar tothe Eective Lagrangian Approach in that the  is added to the Hamiltonian asan explicit degree of freedom. The dierence between the two models lies in theirtreatment of scattering in the N nal state. The Eective Lagrangian techniqueapplied Watson's Theorem to unitarise the amplitude i.e. putting in `by hand' thephases of the multipoles. In the Hamiltonian approach a scattering formalism isconstructed which reproduces on-shell N scattering phase shifts. The advantageof this model is that it has a natural extension o-shell whereas Watson's Theoremis only dened on-shell. If o-shell eects are important in nuclear calculations(and the authors claim they can account for 50% of the cross section) then thismodel may come to the fore.
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1sFigure 2.10: The shell structure of Carbon-12
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In the 12C(; +n) reaction, a proton is removed from the nucleus leaving (inthe absence of hard nal state interactions) the Boron-11 nucleus in its groundor an excited state. Information about this nal state is given by an observablecalled the missing energy,Emiss = E   Tn   T   Trecoil (2.38)= Q+ EX (2.39)where EX is the excitation energy of the residual system and the Q value is simply:Q = M11B +Mn +m+  M12C (2.40)= 156:8MeV (2.41)The excitation levels of 11B are shown in gure 2.11 [Led78]. It is of interest tolook at the 12C(e; e0p) reaction where a proton is also removed from the nucleus.In this case no pion is produced and the Q value for the reaction is 16 MeV.The two missing energy spectra in gure 2.12 were produced by the Mainz A1collaboration [Mai94]. Figure 2.12(left) shows a high resolution spectrum wherethe individual excited states in the residual Boron nucleus can be picked out.In gure 2.12(right), which has lower resolution, these states are unresolved buttwo excitation regions are discernible. The rst region at excitation energy EX <10MeV corresponds to the case where a p-shell proton has been removed whereasthe higher region (10MeV< EX <40MeV) corresponds mainly to s-shell removal.A resolution of less than 10MeV is required to resolve the two regions.When calculating cross sections, theorists make use of the quantity Slj knownas the spectroscopic factor, which is dened as the overlap of the initial nucleuswith a nucleon removed and the nal nuclear state [Li93]. It represents the factthat the nucleons are not in fact independent and the occupancy of the shells isless than 100%. For example for Carbon-12 the spectroscopic factor for the 1p3=2shell, S1p3=2 , equals 2.6 representing the fact that 2.6 out of the 4 protons in theshell take part in the reaction. 25
Figure 2.11: Excitation scheme for Boron-11 [Led78]
Figure 2.12: Missing energy spectra from the 12C(e; e0p) reaction [Mai94]26
2.4 Nuclear Pion PhotoproductionFree pion photoproduction provides a good starting point for the study of theprocess inside the nucleus. There are, however, many new eects generated bythe medium which modify the process. In this section, these modications arereviewed and theoretical models which include at least some of these eects arediscussed.2.4.1 Medium ModicationsThe various medium modications to the elementary production amplitude aredetailed below.Fermi MotionIn contrast to free pion production on a proton, the nucleons in a nucleus are inmotion. Figure 2.13 shows the momentum distribution of p-shell nucleons in 12C[Ste87]. This motion produces a basically kinematical eect which results in abroadening of the observed resonance in the cross section. In eect, the free crosssection is folded with the momentum distribution. In exclusive measurements,where nucleons from a given shell can be isolated, the theoretical predictions willbe sensitive to the single particle wave functions used in the calculations.Pauli BlockingThe Pauli Exclusion Principle prohibits any two identical fermions from occupy-ing the same state. This is expressed in the antisymmetry of the nuclear wavefunction with respect to identical particle interchange. Pion photoproduction im-parts energy and momentum to the struck nucleon. The process will be blocked,however, if the resultant state is already occupied by another nucleon. The bestpicture of this eect is given in the Fermi gas model of the nucleus where statesare fully occupied below the Fermi energy F and empty above it. This is shownschematically in gure 2.14. In order to proceed, the production process mustgive the nucleon enough energy to place it above the Fermi level. The resultant27
Figure 2.13: The p-shell momentum distribution in Carbon-12 [Ste87]
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100Figure 2.14: The nucleus in the Fermi gas model28







NN   ∆     π ∆N decay decayFigure 2.15: Decay modes of the Delta in the nuclear mediumAn interesting question relating to the resonance is that of the peak position - isit shifted in the medium? A comparison with pion absorption, which is dominatedby  formation, is illuminating. Here, a attening of the resonance is accompaniedby a downward shift of about 40MeV. This has been ascribed to coherent multiplescattering of the pion [Ose82] which is favoured due to the longitudinal nature ofthe N coupling i.e. the term Sq in the transition operator. In photoproduction,the relevant coupling is for N which is transverse (S k). Coherent forward29
scattering is suppressed and the associated damping and downward shift are notexpected, as is observed in the data. This is displayed in gure 2.16.























SFigure 2.18: Screening in pion and photon absorption31
Final State InteractionsFinal State Interactions (FSI) describe the interaction of the produced particles,in this case the pion and nucleon, with the residual nucleus. The concept is non-trivial in that it assumes a clear separation of the initial process and the exit ofthe nal state particles. Especially where medium modications to the elementaryprocess are being discussed, there is not always a clear divide and care must betaken to avoid double counting.The classic technique for describing FSI is via the use of optical potentials.The plane wave of the exiting particle is distorted by the potential thus repro-ducing scattering of the particle. The imaginary part of the potential eects adamping of the wave reecting the removal of the particle from the elastic channel,by absorption or inelastic scattering. The potential is energy dependent and pa-rameters are extracted from scattering data. A typical nucleon-nucleus potentialmight have the form [Sch82],U(r) = UCoul(r)   V f0(r)  iWfw(r)+2:00r "VSO ddrfvSO(r) + iWSO ddrfwSO(r)# ~L  ~ (2.42)where V and W are the real and imaginary potentials with the Woods-Saxonform factors fx(r) being dened,f(r;R; a) = 11 + e(r R)=a (2.43)This form is shown in gure 2.19. The variable R denes the radius and a denesthe surface diusivity. The spin-orbit term takes the derivative of this form andhence acts at the nuclear surface.Pion optical potentials are generally more complex, their form being motivatedby theoretical considerations. The form used by Carr [Car82] is:2!U =  4[p1b(r) + p2B(r)   ~r  L(r)1 + 43 L(r) ~r+12(1  p 11 )r2c(r) + 12(1  p 12 )r2C(r)] (2.44)From these potentials, nucleon and pion distorted waves are generated by solv-ing the relevant wave equation viz. Schrodinger or Klein-Gordon. The distorted32
Figure 2.19: The Woods-Saxon form factorwaves are used in place of plane waves in nuclear calculations. One criticism ofthis approach is that no knowledge is retained about the nature of events re-moved from the elastic channel. At the expense of a semi-classical treatment,this deciency is rectied in the Monte Carlo cascade treatment of FSI. Exitingparticles are tracked along classical trajectories and at each step there exists achance of scattering or absorption, the probabilities being extracted from opticalpotentials. Thus one can establish the nature of events which have undergoneinelastic FSI. This method is particularly important for inclusive measurementswhere one cannot necessarily select clean events.A more intuitive quantity relating to nal state interactions is that of trans-parency. It denes the probability of a particle exiting a nucleus and is a functionof particle energy. Typical values for the energy regions relevant to this experi-ment are 0.8 for nucleons and 0.5 for pions. The large absorption probability ofpions means that even though the photon probes the whole nuclear volume, onlythose pions produced near the surface are likely to escape and be observed.
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A-1 residual systemFigure 2.20: The quasi-free nature of nuclear pion photoproductionThe obvious rst step in describing the A(; +n) B reaction is to neglect themedium modications to the production amplitude and work in the framework ofthe Impulse Approximation (IA). In the IA, the Fermi motion of the nucleons isaccounted for but the free transition operator, t(;), is used. This is expressedformally as: T = Xnucleons t(;) (2.45)where t(;) is that of the Blomqvist-Laget (B-L) model [Blo77] for example. Inorder to realistically describe the reaction, the interaction of the outgoing par-ticles with the residual nucleus must be taken into account. These Final StateInteractions are modelled by distorting the outgoing waves via the use of opticalpotentials for the residual system. With this ingredient added to the model, itbecomes the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA).The DWIA formalism was rst applied to the A(; +n) B by Laget [Lag72].In his factorised DWIA approach, the derivatives (momentum operators) in thetransition operator t(;) were replaced by the particle asymptotic momenta thusrendering it a local operator. This modication allowed the cross section to be34
factorised as follows [Pha91], d3dTd
d
n = kcmp!nj	Dl j2 (2.46)where k is a kinematical factor, cmp!n is the free cross section (expressed inthe pion-nucleon centre of mass) and 	Dl is the distorted momentum distribution,	Dl = S Z  ()  ()n eikrl(r)dr (2.47)Here, the  () represent the distorted outgoing waves of pion and neutron, l isthe wave function of the bound nucleon and S is its spectroscopic factor.Li, Wright and Benhold [Li93] investigated the eects of the non-locality ofthe transition operator by retaining the momenta as operators and working inmomentum space in order to perform the calculation. The pertinent point beingthat a distorted nucleon (or pion) wave function with a given asymptotic momen-tum will have a whole range of momentum components inside the nucleus andit is with these internal momenta that the transition operator should be evalu-ated. The distorted wave function for a nucleon of asymptotic momentum p isexpressed as 	(r; p) which, when Fourier transformed, becomes, in momentumspace, 	(p0; p). Thus, to properly evaluate the cross section, one has to integrateover the momentum p0 using the transition operator evaluated at this momentum.The expression for cross section in this formalism cannot be factorised and takesthe form, d3dTd
d
n = k XjMfij2 (2.48)XjMfij2 = 12(2Ji + 1) Xms S2j + 1 jT (; ;ms)j2 (2.49)T (; ;ms) = Z d3p0d3q0	+ms(p0;p)+ (q0;q)t(;k;pi;q0;p0)	(pi) (2.50)where  = fnljmg represents the state of the bound nucleon (of momentumpi),  is the photon polarisation and ms is the spin projection of the outgoingnucleon. The P represents the averaging over initial and summing over nal statespin projections. S is the spectroscopic factor for state . This treatment is ap-plied at the expense of an extra three dimensions of integration w.r.t the factorised35





γ π γ π
Direct ExchangeFigure 2.21: The exchange term in the A(; N) B reaction amplitude
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Figure 2.22: Many-body Greens function in the -hole modeleects. W is a rescattering term taking into account coherent 0 production.The term W takes into account possible Pauli blocking of the Delta decay insidethe nucleus. The most important term is the complex spreading potential Vspwhich accounts for the coupling of the Delta to more complex congurations e.g.N!NN decay modes. It is a phenomenological potential in that it is chosen tot pion scattering data.So far, only the Delta contribution to pion photoproduction has been includedin the model. The Delta contributes to the M1+(3=2) multipole of the amplitudeand in the model of Sato and Takaki a non-resonant (background) contribution isadded to this. Further contributions are added from the pion-pole and backgroundcomponents of the amplitude. Thus,tM1+(3=2) = t + tb(3=2) (2.55)t = tM1+(3=2) + tpion pole+ tb:g (2.56)This leads to the following expression of the full amplitude:T =<  ( )p ( ) ;hjtjk; 0 > (2.57)where  and  are distorted proton and pion waves, j0 > and jh > are thenuclear ground and one-hole states and jk > represents the initial photon state.
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2.4.4 Full Microscopic ApproachBoth of the previous models have visible weaknesses. The DWIA approach doesnot take into account medium modications to the Delta, whereas the -holemodel does this in a phenomenological fashion (through the spreading potential)but is only relevant to the resonant part of the production amplitude. Althoughsome theorists have attempted hybrid DWIA/-h calculations, perhaps the mostrigorous approach to the problem is that developed by Carrasco, Oset and collab-orators [Car92a, Car92b, Car94].They have used the basic interactions between photons, pions, nucleons andisobars expressed in terms of coupling constants, form factors and propagatorsand proceeded to apply eld theoretical methods to calculate the photon selfenergy diagrams in nuclear matter. A photon of energy k gets renormalised in themedium with a complex self-energy (k; ) which depends on the nuclear matterdensity . The imaginary part of the self-energy represents the rate of loss ofphoton ux in the medium:  1N dNdt =  1kIm(k; ) (2.58)Because of the weak nature of the electromagnetic interaction (i.e. there arenegligible screening eects) one can make use of a volume integral to apply theabove to a nite nucleus, thus gaining an expression for the photoabsorption crosssection, A = Z d3r 1kIm(k; (r)) (2.59)where the local density approximation (LDA), ! (r), provides the connectionbetween innite nuclear matter and the nite nuclear system. The obvious draw-back here is the lack of nuclear structure i.e. there is no shell structure implicit inthe model as its results are derived from nuclear matter (Fermi gas) calculations.This may well prove a weakness for fully exclusive measurements which should besensitive to the shell from which a nucleon is removed. However, where the shellsare integrated over, as in inclusive reactions, then the problem is not so serious.Thus far, only an expression for the total absorption cross section in terms of thephoton self energy has been given. The beauty of the model lies in the derivation39





γ γ γFigure 2.23: Typical photon self-energy Feynman diagramsParticle hole propagators are expressed using Lindhard functions which de-mand that particle energies are above the Fermi level and hole energies below it.The Fermi level F is dened in terms of the nuclear density:F =   12M (322)2=3 (2.60)and by this technique the Pauli exclusion principle is enforced. Not only doesthe theory allow for the inclusion of such medium eects but the procedure forextracting the imaginary part of the self energy allows the contribution to thecross section from individual reaction channels to be ascertained. The imaginarycomponent of a graph is found by applying Cutkosky Rules to it. These involvemaking cuts through the graph and replacing propagators of particles interceptedby the cut with their imaginary parts. In the procedure, any cut particles areplaced on shell and are thus present in the nal state. Thus each graph can beassociated with a denite reaction channel. Figure 2.24 shows the application of40
Cutkosky rules to a typical self energy graph. The upper cut puts two nucleonson shell and corresponds to direct photon absorption whereas the lower cut putsa pion and a nucleon on-shell and corresponds to the pion production channel.
Cut 1 - (gamma,NN)
Cut 2 - (gamma,piN)Figure 2.24: The application of Cutkosky RulesIt is, however, possible that the particles placed on-shell undergo nal stateinteractions (FSI) and the produced pion in gure 2.24 for example may later beabsorbed leading to what Oset calls indirect absorption, where the initial step waspion photoproduction but subsequent absorption leads it to pure nucleon emis-sion. The benets of being able to split the reaction cross section into the variouschannels is important for our understanding of the mechanism and this separa-tion is preserved in the treatment of FSI which is done by a cascade calculation.Particles are tracked out of the nucleus, at each step the dice being thrown to de-termine whether scattering from or absorption by the residual nucleus takes place.This approach is semi-classical but has been found to be quite accurate in the en-ergy range of interest. The cascade acts as an event generator to which detectorthresholds and angular coverages can be applied allowing for easy comparison oftheory and experiment. It must be stressed that the medium eects are appliedcomprehensively to all parts of the amplitude. Not only is Delta propagationconsidered but also pion propagation and vertex corrections.41
Chapter 3Experimental Apparatus3.1 IntroductionThe nuclear pion photoproduction experiment described in this thesis was per-formed using the facilities of the Institut fur Kernphysik at Mainz. The MainzMicrotron (MAMI), in combination with the Glasgow Tagger, has facilitated a newgeneration of high quality photonuclear experiments. This opportunity forms thebasis of the A2 (real photons) collaboration at Mainz.Within the A2 collaboration, there exists several sub-groups associated withspecic areas of research. Researchers from the universities of Edinburgh, Glas-gow and Tubingen form the PiP-TOF collaboration. The collaboration aimsto discover details of the photoabsorption mechanism by studying (;pN) and(; N) reactions on light nuclei. The two main detector systems which give theirnames to the group are PiP, a scintillator hodoscope designed to detect protonsand positive pions, and TOF, a large scintillator time-of-ight array for chargedand neutral particle detection. There are also associated E detectors which areused for triggering and particle identication. Equally crucial to the experimentare the electronic and computing systems required for triggering, data acquisitionand online analysis. Each of the above elements will be described in more detailin this chapter. 42












Figure 3.1: A schematic view of a Race Track Microtron3.2.1 Race Track MicrotronsA microtron consists of a linear accelerating section (linac), two bending magnetsand a collection of return pipes which together give it its `race track' shape, asshown in gure 3.1. The linac consists of waveguides carrying radio frequencyelectric elds which accelerate the electrons. Bending magnets recirculate thebeam many times, the orbit length being increased at each pass such that the beamalways returns to the linac section in phase with the accelerating eld [Cro94].Due to the many recirculations, the energy boost required at each pass throughthe linac is relatively low and the accelerating structure can be operated in contin-uous wave (c.w.) mode. For example the third RTM produces an energy gain perturn of 7.5MeV. This is achieved using 5 klystrons dissipating a total of 168 kW43
Figure 3.2: The Mainz Microtron, MAMI, at the Institut fur Kernphysik, Mainz.in continuous mode. Because electrons are accelerated in phase with the electriceld, the beam acquires a pulsed nature. However, the frequency of 2.45GHz isso high that for practical purposes one can regard the beam current as continu-ous. This continuous operation gives the beam its 100% duty factor which is sovaluable in coincidence experiments. For a given average current the rate of ran-dom coincidences will be far less for a continuous beam as compared to a pulsedone. This in practice allows higher currents to be used and thus shorten the timeneeded to gain adequate statistics.
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3.2.2 MAMI-BA plan of the MAMI-B facility is shown in gure 3.2. A 100 keV gun followedby three linac sections injects 3.5MeV electrons into the 18 turn RTM1, whichincreases their energy to 14MeV. They are then transported to the 51 turn RTM2,which produces a 180MeV beam. This system formed the MAMI-A acceleratorwhich was used for experiments until 1987.The upgrade to MAMI-B, completed in 1990, involved the addition of the 450tonne RTM3. This stage produces the 855MeV electron beam with a resolutionof 60 keV and emittance less than 0.14 .mm.mrad in both horizontal and verticaldirections. Once extracted from RTM3, the beam can be transported to one ofthe three experimental halls, A1 to A3, shown in the plan. Photonuclear reactionstudies proceed in the A2 hall where a radiator and tagging system are installed.
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3.3 The Tagged Photon TechniqueThe electron beam produced by MAMI-B is focused on to a 4m Ni foil in the A2hall. Bremsstrahlung radiation is produced in a forward directed cone of averagesemi-angle meEe [Bet34] and with an energy distribution approximately proportionalto 1/E. A magnetic spectrometer is then used to analyse the electrons residualto the Bremsstrahlung process (e; e0). Given the incident electron energy Ee(855MeV at MAMI-B) and a measurement of the residual electron energy Ee0 ,the associated (coincident) photon's energy can be simply reconstructed,E = Ee   Ee0 (3.1)This photon beam is collimated to form a small beam spot on the targetseveral metres downstream. Photons induce reactions in the target and thusgenerate experimental triggers. To bring tagging into eect, it is necessary toidentify the particular residual electron coincident with any particular photonsuch that a proper photon energy determination can be made. This requires atiming measurement to establish a coincidence peak and thus separate promptelectrons from randoms which are not correlated with the photon. In order toobtain reaction cross sections it is necessary to know the photon ux at the target.This is achieved by counting the number of residual electrons and relating this tothe number of photons by a quantity called tagging eciency, which takes intoaccount the eects of photon beam collimation.The following sections look at how this technique was implemented in thecurrent experiment.3.3.1 The Glasgow Tagging SpectrometerThe Glasgow Tagger is shown in gure 3.3. The tagger analyses residual electronsproduced when the 855MeV electron beam undergoes Bremsstrahlung at the ra-diator. It also transports the main beam (the vast majority of electrons that donot interact with the radiator) to the beam dump.The design included the following requirements [Ant91]: A large momentum acceptance (pmax:pmin  16:1).46
 A single eld setting to cover the entire momentum range 0.06E0 - 0.95E0. Good intrinsic resolution - of the order of 120 keV. Vertical focusing to reduce the pole gap required.To achieve this a Quadrupole-Dipole (QD) design was chosen. The quadrupolemagnet provides a degree of vertical focusing and the dipole bends and focusesthe electrons onto a reasonably at focal plane.
Figure 3.3: The Glasgow Tagging Spectrometer
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3.3.2 The Focal Plane DetectorA residual electron's energy is determined by establishing the point at which ittraversed the spectrometer's focal plane. This is achieved with an array of 353scintillators spread along the plane. This Focal Plane Detector (FPD) can tag pho-tons in the range 40-790MeV with a resolution averaging 2.2MeV. Each detectorelement is connected to a small photomultiplier (PM) tube, the output of which isfed into a dual threshold discriminator, which gives <1 ns timing resolution. Theelements overlap and in order to reduce the contribution from background elec-trons a coincidence is demanded between neighbours. Figure 3.4 shows a diagramof the detector. The associated logic pulses are routed to the tagger electronicsracks where the FASTBUS scalers and time to digital converters (TDCs) recordthe required information. The scalers are used to obtain a measurement of thephoton ux, while the TDC's are gated by the main detector systems such thata coincidence between the photon induced reaction at the target and a residualelectron at the focal plane can be identied.
Figure 3.4: Instrumentation of the Focal Plane Detector48
3.3.3 The Photon Beam:Collimation and Tagging Eciency.In order to maintain a reasonable size of photon beam spot on the target, i.e.a well dened reaction vertex, the photon beam is collimated. The majority ofphotons do not interact with the target and are dumped at the far end of theA2 hall. The photon beam line is shown in gure 3.5, which also shows the P2ionisation chamber that is used to obtain a rough measurement of the photon ux.The P2 chamber is only used as a diagnostic and in the analysis it is the taggerscalers which are used to obtain the photon ux. The scalers count the number ofelectrons detected in each FPD element. Some of the corresponding photons areremoved from the beam by collimation and the fraction which reach the target isgiven by the tagging eciency.N j(coinc: with e0 at FPD) = Ne0 :tagg (3.2)To measure the tagging eciency the beam current is lowered (to suppressrandom coincidences in the tagger) and a Pb glass detector is placed in the photonbeam. The block represents 30 radiation lengths and thus has very close to 100%photon detection eciency. Photons incident on the block generate triggers whichgate the tagger TDCs. The TDCs record the time of any coincident residualelectrons on the FPD. Meanwhile, the tagger scalers count the total number ofresidual electrons in each element. Thus the tagging eciency for each element isobtained: tagg = TDC countsscaler counts (3.3)Tagging eciency measurements were made several times throughout the weeklong experiment. The average eciency remained stable at around 55%.
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Figure 3.5: The photon beam line50












detector Figure 3.6: The target installationThe choice of target thickness is very important to the experiment. Obviously,a thicker target presents more nuclei/cm2 to the beam thus increasing the reactioncount rate. However, the increased thickness increases the uncertainty in thereaction vertex thus reducing the angular resolution of the measurement. Onemust also consider that the reaction products must traverse the target materialbefore reaching the detector systems. A thicker target gives greater uncertaintiesin the ionisation energy loss due to this traversal and hence reduces the resolutionwith which the particle's energy can be determined. These eects can be seenclearly in gure 3.6.The situation can be improved by a clever choice of target angle. The pionswere mainly detected normal to the beam direction and by placing the targetat a small angle to the beam one increases its eective thickness to the photon51
























Figure 3.7: Detector arrangement in the experimental hall53














11cmFigure 3.8: The E-ring detectorThe ring performs two main functions in the overall detection system: In coincidence with PiP, signals from the PiP-side of the ring form the 1stlevel trigger for the experiment. This guarantees a charged particle hascome from the target. The time of the E signal is closely correlated tothe reaction time due to the detector's close proximity to the target. Thissignal therefore generates the `start time' (TDC start) and all other timesare measured relative to this. The TOF-side segments can act as a charged particle veto allowing identi-cation of neutrals in TOF. This procedure is normally done in the oineanalysis to avoid accidental vetoing by randoms.Both E signals can be used for particle identication using the E-E method.54
3.5.2 The PiP DetectorPiP is a Pion/Proton scintillator hodoscope. In the current experiment it was usedspecically for the detection of positively charged pions. The problems specic tothis method of pion detection are discussed in chapter ve.Figure 3.9 shows a graphic of the detector. It consists of a E transmissionlayer followed by four E layers, E1 to E4. The specic scintillator used was NE110which has very good attenuation length, viz. over 4m, making it suitable for largedetector systems [Ne].
Figure 3.9: The PiP Pion/Proton scintillator hodoscopeThe E detector on the front face of PiP consists of four vertical scintillators2mm thick  20 cm wide  42 cm high. This element denes the solid angle ofPiP to be  1.0 steradian at its usual position 50 cm from the target. The four Elayers consist of four, four, ve and six blocks respectively. The ends of the blocksare coupled to light guides which enable a more uniform collection of scintillationlight. The light is guided into photomultiplier tubes. The E blocks use 130mmdiameter EMI 9823KB tubes while the E blocks use the smaller 50mm EMI9954KB variety.Each successive layer is larger than the previous one, to ensure that a particle55
originating from the target will not pass out through the edges of the detector,even after allowance for multiple scattering [Bra91]. Their dimensions are givenin table 3.1. E layer. No. Blocks Block L  D  H (cm)E1 4 100.0  11.0  13.5E2 4 130.0  17.5  17.5E3 5 160.0  17.5  17.5E4 6 190.0  17.5  17.5Table 3.1: The dimensions of the scintillator blocks in PiP.The whole detector is constructed in modules and is supported by a strongsteel framework. It is surrounded by a 5mm steel plate box which provides abarrier against room background and a second defence against light leaks. Theelectronics are mounted in four racks behind the detector. The total weight of thedetector assembly is  4 tonnes.
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3.5.3 The TOF DetectorThe second arm of the measurement is covered by the TOF array of 96 scintil-lator bars. Design goals included the optimisation of solid angle, time resolutionand detection eciency, while keeping the apparatus modular for application indierent experiments [Bra91]. The height of the A2 hall and the required timingresolution dictated the 300205 cm3 dimensions of the bars. Both ends are readout by 3" Phillips XP 2312B photomultiplier tubes. Time of ight is determinedby the average time of both signals and position by the time dierence. The barsare mounted onto frames which can contain multiples of 8 bars up to a maximumof 32 when congured 4 deep. A typical frame is shown schematically in gure3.10.
Figure 3.10: A typical TOF detector stand57
3.6 Electronics: Event TriggeringWhen particles ionise the detector scintillator blocks, signals are generated at thephotomultiplier (PM) tubes. The associated electronics needs to: Identify events of interest. Digitise the pulse height and time of the PM signals. Store all event information.The rst requirement is met by the trigger electronics which, on recognisinga desired event, gates the Analogue to Digital Converters (ADCs) that are usedto digitise pulse height and time information. Storage of this information is thenperformed by the data acquisition system which reads out these modules. Theexperiment is disabled while this process takes place, giving rise to experimentaldead time. It is important to keep this dead time to a minimum and in practicethis corresponds to making the trigger as selective as possible.3.6.1 Event InformationFor a given event (i.e. a specic reaction in the target) the experimentalist needsto know: the pulse height of the signals in each of the PM tubes. These are recordedin Charge to Digital Converters (QDCs) which must be gated by the triggerelectronics. Due to the many channels in the experiment, Phillips Fastbus10c2 10-bit QDCs were used. They are high density modules (32 channels)with a read out threshold and fast clear capability. the time of each PM signal relative to the reaction (start) time. To recordthis, pulses are processed by leading edge discriminators which produce alogic pulse when the input rises over a preset threshold. These logic pulsesstop the Time to Digital Converters (TDCs). Philips Fastbus 10c6 10-bitTDCs were used which are similar in their specications to the 10c2 QDCsdescribed above. 58
















AFigure 3.11: Instrumentation of a typical scintillator block3.6.2 Trigger LogicThe trigger electronics use the logic pulses supplied by the discriminators to decidewhether an event of interest has occurred. In the October 1993 12C(; +n) experiment,the events of interest were: Positive pions entering PiP which have an associated particle in the TOFarray. Cosmic rays entering PiP which are used for calibration purposes. PiP and TOF asher events which are used to monitor the gain stability ofthe PM tubes.It is important to understand that the trigger logic requires time to identifythese events. Meanwhile, the signals going to ADCs must be delayed in order toarrive coincident with the gate generated by the logic. The limited amount of59


































Figure 3.12: Flow chart describing the trigger logic
60
First Level TriggersThere are four varieties of rst level trigger: The PiP Particle Trigger: This is the primary experimental trigger whichidenties a charged particle emitted from the target and entering PiP. Thetime of this trigger corresponds closely to the reaction time and QDC gatesand TDC starts are derived from it. Logically, it corresponds to a coinci-dence between the PiP-side of the E-ring, the PiP E and the rst PiP Elayer, E1. The Cosmic Trigger: For calibration purposes, PiP cosmic ray eventsare recorded. Only rays which traverse a single PiP layer are useful andthe trigger demands that the top and bottom block of a given layer re.This condition is implemented by a Lecroy 4508 Programmable Logic Unit(PLU), which maps an 8-bit input to an 8-bit output via a memory lookuptable. PiP and TOF Flasher Triggers: In order to monitor the stability ofthe PM tubes in the PiP and TOF detectors, Light Emitting Diode (LED)ashers have been installed to inject a known amount of light onto the PMphotocathodes. The LED output is monitored by a PIN diode. Each timethe asher is activated a trigger is generated to record the PM response. Pb Glass Trigger: During tagging eciency runs, the Pb glass detectoris placed in the beam. When a photon is detected, a trigger is generated.The rst level triggers form the inputs to a LRS4508 PLU which decodes them.When any trigger is raised, the PLU is strobed and the following output conditionscan be generated: Accept/Immediate: If a Cosmic, Flasher or Pb glass trigger is present,then the relevant detectors are provided with ADC gates. No further deci-sion is required and the data acquisition computer is interrupted such thatthe ADCs are read out and the event is stored.61









































Figure 3.13: The 1st level trigger decode circuitSecond Level TriggersThe second level triggers are employed once a charged particle entering PiP hasbeen identied. The 2nd level triggers correspond to more complex conditionswhich take more time to establish. There are four 2nd level triggers: Electron Reject: Due to atomic processes, there are a large number of lowenergy atomic electrons entering PiP. These generate PiP particle triggers62
yet are of no value and if read out they would swamp the data. They arerejected by implementing a E-E cut in hardware. Figure 3.14 shows howa E vs. E plot can be used to distinguish particle types. By performing aweighted sum of the two signals and demanding the output is above a certaindiscriminator threshold the electrons in the bottom left corner of the plot canbe rejected. The discriminator output forms the e-reject 2nd level trigger.The PiP E and E1 signals are used. If the particle proceeds to the secondlayer (E2) then the procedure is no longer valid, due to fold back (the E1signal no longer corresponds to total energy). The reject trigger must beoverridden if an E2 signal is present hence the E2 signal is also provided as2nd level trigger.
Figure 3.14: Particle identication in a E-E plot TOF-OR: Approximately 90% of events with a particle in PiP have nocorresponding particle detected in the TOF array and, if recorded, wouldsimply be discarded in the oine analysis. The TOF-OR trigger is a gatedOR of all 96 TOF blocks. It requires a particle to be detected in TOF within63
400 ns of the initial PiP trigger. The increased selectivity introduced by thistrigger dramatically lowers the experimental dead time. Tagger-OR: In order to reconstruct the photon energy, a prompt electronmust be present in the Tagger Focal Plane Detector. The Tagger-OR is agated OR of all 352 FPD elements. It requires an electron to be presentwithin the 80 ns PiP-Tagger coincidence window. At normal beam currents,the trigger is eectively redundant as there are usually several randomspresent within this gate and the chance of the trigger not being generatedis virtually nil. Afterpulse () Trigger: This trigger is used in the (; N) experiments.Positive pions are identied by the presence of an afterpulse generated bythe + ! + ! e+ decay process. Once the PiP particle trigger has beenraised, the PiP E-blocks are monitored for the occurrence of an afterpulse.The inspect time was variable and was set at 6s in the present experiment.If an afterpulse occurs, the -trigger is generated. A second set of QDCsmirroring those for the prompt signals are used so that the pulse heights dueto the afterpulse can measured. The time of the afterpulses are recorded ina multi-hit long range TDC.Figure 3.15 shows the 2nd level decode sub-circuit. Like the 1st level circuit, itis based on a 4508 PLU. The PLU is strobed a xed time after the 1st level triggeris generated. This time is to allow the second level triggers to be processed; inparticular it depends on the inspect period required by the -trigger. The PLUis programmed to identify certain combinations of inputs and can decide betweentwo output states: Accept Trigger: the event has an acceptable set of second level triggerspresent. An interrupt is issued to the data acquisition computer and theADCs are read out. On completion of read out, which takes a few millisec-onds, the computer issues a reset to the circuit. Fast Clear: the event is rejected as it does not meet one of the acceptableinput states (e.g. perhaps there was no afterpulse present). The Fastbus64






































Figure 3.15: The 2nd level trigger decode circuitDierent trigger requirements were made depending on the nature of the run.For example, calibration runs, where an afterpulse was not required, were under-taken such that pion detection eciency could be calculated. The main productionruns were designed to optimise the collection of (; +n) data and thus reduce deadtime. The other major factor aecting dead time is the data acquisition systemand this is discussed next.
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3.7 Electronics: Data AcquisitionThe data acquisition system controls and collects data from the electronics mod-ules in the experiment. The task splits up into three main components: Initialise modules and load programmable settings e.g. discriminator thresh-olds and PLU lookup tables. Respond to event triggers (interrupts) and read out relevant modules viz.ADCs, scalers, pattern registers etc. Assemble raw data into recognised event format and transfer over the net-work for online analysis and storage to disk.Figure 3.16 shows a schematic diagram of the electronics system. At theheart of the acquisition system is the VME crate. The crate houses an EltecE7 single board computer - a Motorola 68040 based system running the OS9operating system. The E7 executes the acquisition software which was coded in\C". The backplane of the crate is a VMEbus which acts as an extension of the E7'saddress space, facilitating memory mapped I/O between the E7 and other interfacemodules in the crate. These interface modules provide a two way data path to theCamac and Fastbus crate controllers. This arrangement allows software on the E7to initialise and read out the experimental modules in a uniform and transparentway. The data collected is buered and sent via an ethernet TCP/IP connectionto a VAXstation outside the experimental hall. The VAXstation performs onlineanalysis and stores the data to disk/tape.Acquisition SoftwareThe acquisition software ACQU [Ann93] running on the E7 consists of four mainprocesses: vme supervise: This process initialises all the modules and loads any pro-grammable settings. It checks the integrity of the system and, if required,spawns the processes acqu and store.66




Fastbus modules.Figure 3.16: Layout of detector electronics acqu: The acqu process cycles round a readout loop. On arrival of aninterrupt from the trigger logic, acqu proceeds to read out all the modules.The event data is a list of integer pairs giving the ADC index and contents.The data is zero suppressed i.e. ADCs with no valid data are not read out.On completion of readout, the process unlatches the trigger and returns tothe beginning of the loop to await another interrupt. store: The acqu process lls a buer with event information. Once thisbuer is full, the store process is activated and proceeds to transfer thedata over the network to the online analysis computer. control: The control process responds to requests by the experimentalist.These could involve pausing the data acquisition or starting a new run. Itcommunicates with the other processes using intertask semaphores (OS9events).The software depends on the many parameter les which dene the cong-uration of the Camac and Fastbus systems. Trigger changes can be made, forexample, by editing the lookup table of the PLU and reloading this by runningvme supervise. 67
Online AnalysisIn order to monitor the performance of the experiment, some degree of onlineanalysis is necessary. This is performed on a VAXstation based in the experimentalcontrol room. It receives data from the VME based acquisition computer byan ethernet connection. The VAXstation also runs ACQU software written inconjunction with the VME based code. Three processes are run on the VAX: vme server: This process makes the network connection to the VME basedEltec computer and receives data buers from it. The data is written to diskand some fraction is passed to the sort process for analysis. sort: The sort process processes the array of ADC values which form theraw data and produces spectra which are used to diagnose the performanceof the experiment. control: This process is used to display spectra generated by the sortprocess.The above system is the same as that used oine except for the fact thatoine, data will be read from tape using the tape server process.
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Chapter 4Detector CalibrationA typical event obtained in the 12C(; +n) experiment might look like:Event no.:256970adc conts adc conts adc conts adc conts0 1 1 0 2 61 3 1416 2052 17 2590 18 14082 20 1135 332 167 617 199 6097 104 4330417 321 421 370 446 181 462 172The information is in the form of ADC indices and their contents in chan-nels. The conversion of this raw data into physical quantities is the essence ofthe calibration process. The ADCs can be Charge to Digital Converters (QDCs),Time to Digital Converters (TDCs) and pattern registers. QDC values are pro-portional (once the pedestal has been subtracted) to the pulse heights of thephotomultiplier (PM) signals. TDC values represent the time of the pulse relativeto the reaction time, as obtained from the start detector. Both TDC start andstop pulses are generated from leading edge discriminators and walk correctionsare made to correct for the time slewing introduced. To perform this correction,knowledge of the discriminator threshold and pulse rise time are required. Bycombining the data from each end of a scintillator block, one can derive particleenergy, time and position information. In this chapter, the calibration procedurefor each detector is discussed. 69






























AFigure 4.1: Notation relating to a scintillator blockThe quantities used in this chapter are described as follows where the subscripts1;2 refer to individual ends of the block:Constants: D - Length of the block.v - Velocity of light along the block.r1,r2 - Pulse rise times (TDC channels).a01,a02 - Discriminator Thresholds (QDC channels).p1,p2 - Pedestals (QDC channels).Raw Data: Q1,Q2 - QDC values in channel space.T1,T2 - TDC values in channel space.Derived: a1,a2 - Pulse heights (QDC chans).Lgen - Light generated by a particle in the block.t1,t2 - Time of PM pulse relative to reaction time.ttof - Time of ight of the particle.d - Hit position relative to the block centre.70
4.1.1 Pedestal SubtractionThe QDC value, Q, obtained from the PM signal is not linearly proportional tothe pulse height. There exists a constant oset, the pedestal, which must beobtained and subtracted from the raw value. The pedestal, p, arises from theintegration over the gate time of the current always present at the QDC inputand once obtained, the pulse height, a, can be derived:a = Q  p (4.1)4.1.2 Light OutputThe pulse heights a1 and a2 are proportional to the light collected at the PM tubesdenoted L1 and L2. Relating these to the light generated by the particle, Lgen, iscomplicated by the attenuation of the light as it propagates along the block. Ifthis attenuation is assumed exponential with decay constant k then the followingrelations hold: L1 = (Lgen2 )e (D2 +d)=k (4.2)L2 = (Lgen2 )e (D2  d)=k (4.3)L1L2 = (Lgen2 )2e D=k (4.4)= constant L2gen (4.5)) Lgen / qL1L2 / pa1a2 (4.6)Thus the light generated is proportional to the geometric mean of the pulseheights. In reality, the attenuation is not exactly exponential and a residual droopcorrection must be made to account for position dependence in the geometricmean: Lgen = constant  [pa1a2=fdroop(d)] (4.7)The droop function must be obtained, along with the calibration coecient,from the data. The light generated is expressed in units of electron equivalentenergy (MeVee) i.e. a 20MeV electron would generate 20MeVee of light. Theconversion to the energy lost by the particle is particle type and energy dependent,due to quenching eects in the scintillator.71
4.1.3 QuenchingWhen a particle comes to the end of its track, the energy loss per unit lengthincreases rapidly, as shown by the Bragg curve in gure 4.2. In plastic scintil-lators, the correspondingly higher ionisation density leads to a quenching eectwhereby the light generated is no longer proportional to the energy deposited bythe particle. The eect can be expressed in dierential form [Cra70]:dLdx = S(dE=dx)1 + kB(dE=dx) (4.8)where dL represents the light generated by the particle for a loss of energy dE. S isthe scintillation eciency and kB is a parameter which depends on the particularscintillator. Figure 4.3 shows dE/dx vs. E for protons and pions in NE110 plasticscintillator. Where a particle stops in the scintillator, the above relation can beintegrated to give the total light output associated with a particle of energy E:L = S Z E0 d[ 11 + kB(dE=dx) ] (4.9)which can be tted with the following parameterisation:L = B(E) = a1E   a2(1  exp( a3Ea4)) (4.10)which is known as Birk's Law. The coecients are particle and medium de-pendent. Figure 4.4 shows this curve for pions and protons in NE110. In theexperiment, it is the light output that is measured and the energy deposited isderived using the inverse relation:E = B 1(L) (4.11)which is performed by an iterative procedure. Where a particle does not stopin a block, knowledge of the energy after traversing the block, Ef , is required inorder to calculate the energy deposited within it, E. The energy deposited canbe derived as follows: Lf = B(Ef ) (4.12)Ltot = LE + Lf (4.13)Ei = B 1(Ltot) (4.14)E = Ef  Ei (4.15)72
where LE is the measured light output from the block. Quenching eects can bequite large for protons but for lighter particles such as pions it is often sucientsimply to add a constant to the energy deposited in the last layer and apply afactor to the electron equivalent light output.Elast = [factor  Lee] + constant (4.16)E = [factor  Lee] (4.17)where Elast is the energy deposited in the last layer and E is that deposited inearlier layers.
Figure 4.2: Example of the Bragg curve for a pion stopping in NE110 scintillator
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Figure 4.3: Energy Loss Rates of Pions and Protons in Scintillator
Figure 4.4: Light output versus energy for particles stopping in scintillator74
4.1.4 Energy Losses in Dead LayersWhen a particle travels between the target and the detector (and between layersof the detector) it loses energy in the material traversed. To calculate theselosses, the range method was used. The particle range in the given material isparameterised using the function: R = aT kwhere R is range and T is the particle kinetic energy. The coecients a and kare found for each particle type and medium. The simple inverse of this parame-terisation viz. T = (Ra ) 1k allows energy losses to be calculated. If Ti is the initialparticle energy and d is the length of material traversed then the energy loss isderived as follows: Ri = aT ki (4.18)Rf = Ri   d (4.19)Tf = (Rfa ) 1k (4.20)Eloss = Ti   Tf (4.21)
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Figure 4.5: The range method for calculating energy losses75
4.1.5 ThresholdsIn order to generate a TDC stop, a PM signal must exceed its discriminatorthreshold. Thresholds are normally set as low as possible in order that all eventsof interest are detected. The main restriction is that the threshold must be abovethe noise level inherent in all electronic systems. The threshold value is requiredin order to perform discriminator walk corrections and is obtained by plotting thePM's QDC spectrum under the condition that the associated TDC has valid data.Figure 4.6 shows a QDC spectrum with and without this condition. The thresholdchannel can easily be read o and with the pedestal subtracted it becomes thevalue a0 used in walk corrections.4.1.6 Discriminator Walk CorrectionsThe recorded TDC channel, T, represents the time of the pulse relative to the TDCstart. Leading edge discriminators were used to create the TDC stops which aregenerated when the input exceeds the discriminator threshold. This time dependson the pulse height as shown in gure 4.7 and the eect is known as walk. Pulseshapes are approximately parabolic and independent of height hence the followingparameterisation can be used to correct for the walk:T 0 = T + r(1 ra0a ) (4.22)T0 is the corrected TDC channel, the rise time r is in TDC channels and thepulse height and threshold, a and a0, are in QDC channels. The rise time mustbe obtained from the data and dierent methods are used for each detector. Thistime can be expressed in physical space (nanoseconds) by applying a calibrationcoecient (in ns/chan) which is obtained for each TDC by the use of a precisionpulser. Once a correction for variation in the start pulse, tstart, is added, thetime of the pulse relative to the reaction, t, is obtained (up to some arbitraryconstant): t = [T 0  (ns=chan)] + tstart (4.23)76
Figure 4.6: Determination of discriminator thresholds
Figure 4.7: Walk corrections.77
4.1.7 Time of FlightThe time at which light reaches a PM tube is related to the time the particleenters a block, tentry, by the time for the light to propagate along it:t1 = tentry + (D2 + d)=v (4.24)t2 = tentry + (D2   d)=v (4.25)) tentry = (t1 + t2)2   Dv (4.26)= (t1 + t2)2 + constant (4.27)The time of ight can then be related to the mean of the individual times bynding the correct oset referred to as the tzero:ttof = tentry   treaction (4.28)= tmean   tzero (4.29)The tzero values are obtained from the data, the method depending on thedetector in question. In the TOF detector, for example, relativistic particles,which travel at the velocity of light, are used to identify the tzero values.4.1.8 PositionThe particle hit position relative to the block centre can be obtained by takingthe dierence in pulse times:t2   t1 = 2d=v + constant (4.30)) d = (v=2):(t2   t1) + constant (4.31)= [factor  (t2   t1)] + constant (4.32)The constant reects cable delays etc. in the system. Notice the start pulsecorrection tstart cancels in the subtraction, hence only the walk corrected TDCtimes need be used. The factor and constant are obtained from the data.78
4.2 The Start DetectorThe start detector (PiP-side of the E-ring) is central to the PiP-TOF-Taggersystem; coincidence gates and TDC starts are generated from it. It surroundsthe target and the start pulse generated by the detector is designed to occur at axed time relative to the reaction time, treaction. In practice, this is not achieveddue to the transit time of the particle between target and detector, walk at thediscriminators and misalignments in timing between the seven elements whichconstitute the detector. The corrections are put in a term tstart:treaction = tstartpulse  tstart (4.33)tstart = tflight +twalk +talign (4.34)The ight correction depends on the variation in the particles velocity overthe energy range of interest. For pions between 20 and 180MeV, the variationamounts to only 0.3 ns and was neglected. The walk correction was establishedby plotting the pulse height from a start detector element versus a tagger elementTDC.






























Corrected TDC (channels)Figure 4.8: The start detector walk correction79
The peak in the TDC spectrum reects the dierence in the transit times ofthe photon (from radiator to target) and electron (from radiator to Tagger FocalPlane). This should be constant as both are relativistic particles and any variationwith start detector pulse height is due to walk at the discriminator. The thresholdis obtained and the rise time calculated to correct the walk. Figure 4.8 shows thepulse height vs. the uncorrected and corrected TDC. This procedure is performedfor all the elements of the start detector and a rise time and oset (to align theelements) is obtained for each.4.3 The TaggerThe Tagger measures the energy of electrons residual to the Bremsstrahlung at theradiator and also their time of arrival at the Focal Plane relative to the reaction(start) time. Each Focal Plane Detector (FPD) element detects a small range ofelectron energies. This range is a function of the eld strength of the bendingmagnet which is measured precisely by a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)probe. The value is used by a ray tracing program to calculate the energy bite ofeach element. Given the initial electron beam energy (855MeV), the results canbe simply related to photon energies.Electrons correlated with the absorbed photon form a coincidence peak in anelement's TDC spectrum. This peak is sharpened by applying the start detectorwalk correction. The 352 corrected spectra are aligned to form a single peak in thecombined spectrum. The prompt electrons i.e. those in the peak are selected whenderiving the photon energy. The at random background results from electronsnot correlated with the photon which induced the reaction. Figure 4.9 shows thecombined tagger time spectrum.
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Figure 4.9: The aligned Tagger time spectrum4.4 The PiP DetectorPiP covers the pion arm of the coincidence measurement. PM tubes on the endsof the scintillator blocks measure light output which is related to particle energy.The time dierence of pulses at either end of a block is used to derive the hitpositions from which particle angles can be calculated. The calibration process isdescribed below.Position CalibrationAs stated in equation 4.32, the particle position is related to the time dierenceby two calibration coecients. These coecients can be obtained (for the PiPE blocks) by gating on the PiP E elements and interpreting the tdiff spectraof the E blocks. The intersections of the distributions correspond to the joinsbetween E elements, the positions of which are known. Figure 4.10 shows how81
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Figure 4.10: The PiP position calibration processThe walk corrections to the times have a second order eect - they eectivelycancel when the dierence is taken. Rise times were taken from a previous exper-iment [Cro94] as they are expected to be fairly stable.Energy Calibration - Cosmic RaysCosmic rays have previously been used to calibrate scintillator hodoscopes [Bor89].They consist mainly of ultra-GeV minimum ionising muons. A special trigger (seesection 3.6) was used to record cosmic ray events simultaneously with the piondata. Figure 4.11(a) shows a cosmic ray traversing a PiP E layer. Only eventsthat traverse a single layer are analysed. The path length through a block iscalculated from the angle of the ray. The path length normalised pulse heightmean pa1a2=cm displays a characteristic Landau distribution. Any dependenceof this quantity on the position along the block must be due to residual droopand by plotting pa1a2=cm versus position the droop function fdroop can be foundas is shown in gure 4.11(b). The droop corrected pulse height is proportional tothe light output generated by the muons and such a spectrum is shown in gure82









Figure 4.11: Calibrating PiP using cosmic rays
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In converting from light output to pion energy loss, equations 4.16 and 4.17 areused. The factor can be initially estimated and later rened using the calibrationdata from the CH2 target. Once the energy deposited in the nal PiP layer isknown, the initial pion energy can be established by working back along the trackto the target, accumulating energies deposited in dead and active layers along theway. Energy losses in the dead layers (detector wrappings etc.) were calculatedusing the range method discussed earlier. In measuring the loss in the target, itwas assumed the particle originated from the centre. This introduces an error,which combined with the intrinsic detector energy resolution forms the overallresolution of the pion energy measurement.4.5 The TOF DetectorThe TOF array covers the neutron arm of the measurement. The neutron angleis obtained by combining the position of a bar with the hit position along it. Theenergy of a particle is derived from its time of ight hence precise walk correctionsof both the start detector and the TOF bars are required to maintain good energyresolution. Fortunately this was made possible using the LED ashers installedto monitor the gain of the PM bars.TOF Walk CorrectionsThe LED ashers inject a pulse into each TOF PM tube while simultaneouslygenerating a trigger from which the TDC start is derived. This means there is axed time relationship between start and stop and the TDC spectrum display apeak reecting this. By varying the asher intensity this peak is shifted due towalk at the discriminator. Figure 4.12(left) shows a bar's QDC plotted vs. itsTDC. The pulse rise time can be extracted from this and gure 4.12(right) showsthe same plot using the walk corrected TDC channel.
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Figure 4.12: Walk correcting a TOF bar using LED ashersTime of FlightThe particle time of ight from target to TOF bar is given as in equation 4.29i.e.: tof = tmean   tzero (4.35)where tmean is the mean time from the PM tubes once walk and start correc-tions are made. It is expressed in nanoseconds, the conversion from channel spacebeing achieved using a precision pulser to measure the ns/chan of each TDC. Thestart correction was discussed earlier and accounts for variations in the TDC startpulse. The tzero is the point in the tmean spectrum corresponding to zero time ofight. The tzero value for each bar is obtained from the gamma ash correspondingto relativistic particles. If one makes a spectrum of the quantity:tcal = tmean   (flightpath=c)then the gamma ash is projected back onto the tzero which can simply be readfrom the spectra. Figure 4.13 shows such a spectrum.85
Figure 4.13: Obtaining the tzero from the gamma ashEnergy CalibrationThe kinetic energy, T, is simply related to the time of ight: = flightpath=tof (4.36) = 1p1  2 (4.37)T = (   1)m (4.38)where m is the particle mass. This is exact for neutral particles such as theneutron, For charged particles, a correction must be made for the fact that theyslow down over the ight path and what is actually measured is the averagevelocity not the initial velocity.The energy deposited in a TOF bar is of secondary importance to the timeof ight measurement. It is however required to calculate the neutron detectioneciency of a bar. The eciency depends on the threshold applied to the lightoutput and the calibration is required such that a uniform threshold (in MeVee)86
can be applied to each bar in the array. The procedure is similar to that used forthe PiP blocks except in the case of TOF there is no cosmic ray data available.Instead, an Am/Bi source was employed and the Compton edge at 4.2MeV wasused to obtain the necessary calibration coecient. This can be checked by ndingthe punch through energy for protons incident on the TOF bars, which should beat 78MeV.Position CalibrationThe position calibration is needed to determine particle angles. The method usedis simply to plot the time dierence spectrum and assume the extremes of thedistribution correspond to the ends of the blocks. The actual position of eachbar is measured accurately with a ultra sound device and this combined with theposition along the bar allows the spherical polar angles of a hit to be determined.
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4.6 Detector PerformanceThe calibration can be checked and the performance of the system evaluated us-ing the free pion production p(; +n) events collected using the CH2 target. Thekinematics of the two-body nal state are over dened in that once the photonenergy and pion (or neutron) angle are known the other kinematical variables canbe derived by applying the principle of conservation of energy and momentum.This allows the calibration to be independently checked and renements made ifrequired. By comparing measured and derived values, the energy and angularresolution of the detectors can be extracted. In doing this it is, however, impor-tant to unfold the error in the derived quantity. Ultimately, information fromeach detector is combined to form missing energies and opening angles and theresolution of these quantities are of key importance.The kinematical variables involved are:E ; E; ; ; En; n; nIn the following paragraphs, superscripts will be used to denote whether a quan-tity has been directly measured e.g. Emeas or derived from other quantities e.g.Epred = f(E ; n). In order to check the calibration, measured quantities wereplotted versus their predicted values. To obtain the overall resolution of a mea-surement, the dierence of predicted and measured values was plotted. The errorin the predicted value was determined using a Monte Carlo i.e. given the error inE and n the error in Epred can be deduced. This error pred is unfolded fromthe error in the dierence diff (as taken from the spectrum) to give the actualresolution of the measured quantity:meas = q2diff   2pred (4.39)Before the resolution can be determined the p(; +n) events must be sepa-rated out from the Carbon events.
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Identifying Hydrogen EventsFigure 4.14(a) and (b) show spectra of (predn   measn ) and (Epredn  Emeasn ) wherethe predicted values were derived from E and .
Figure 4.14: Identifying Hydrogen p(; +n) eventsBoth spectra display a peak at zero corresponding to reactions induced onthe proton and a background due to the Carbon content in the CH2 target. Bycutting on these peaks, a very clean sample of p(; +n) data can be selected.This allows the quantity Epred to be compared with the measured value Emeas fora sample of Hydrogen events, without any cut being made on E itself. Variantsof this technique were used to obtain calibration ridges and resolutions for all thekinematical variables.Pion MeasurementFor a sample of Hydrogen events, gure 4.15 shows the calibration ridge Emeas vs.Epred . The calibration is valid up to 180MeV after which pions punch throughthe detector. The overall resolution of the pion measurement is shown by plottingthe dierence of these quantities as in gure 4.16. A resolution of 7MeV FWHMis obtained for the measured pion energy.The resolution in the pion angular measurement was determined by the po-89
Figure 4.15: Pion energy calibration ridge
Figure 4.16: The pion energy resolution90
sition resolution of the PiP E and E layers. The  value is largely determinedby the horizontal position measured by the E layers whose position resolution of3 cm gives an angular resolution (at 50 cm from the target) of   3. The Ehas a much worse position resolution of 9 cm which gives an azimuthal angularresolution   10. The values correspond to the Full Width Half Maximum(FWHM) resolutions.Neutron MeasurementAs can be seen from the gamma ash spectrum, gure 4.13, the time of ightresolution of the TOF detector is 1.2 ns. For a 6m ight path this leads to a1MeV neutron energy resolution at 50MeV rising to 6MeV at neutron energiesof 150MeV. The overall resolution i.e. folded over the energy distribution is3.5MeV as shown in gure 4.17.The neutron angular resolution is mainly dened by the width of a TOF barviz. 20 cm which at a distance of 4m leads to a resolution of about 2 degrees.Combined QuantitiesMissing energy is dened,Emiss = T   T   Tn   Trecoil (4.40)= EX +Q (4.41)For the p(; +n) reaction there is no recoil, hence the excitation energy EX= 0 and the missing energy becomes simply the Q value for the reaction:Q =Mn +m  mp = 140:8MeV (4.42)Figure 4.18 shows a plot of the missing energy for the Hydrogen events. Theresolution is 8MeV which is sucient to resolve the p and s shell excitation regionsin the 12C(; +n) reaction.
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Figure 4.17: The neutron energy resolution
Figure 4.18: Observed missing energy (Hydrogen events)92
SummaryTable 4.1 presents a summary of the detector parameters.Detector Particle Quantity Acceptance Resolution (FWHM)Tagger  E 115!792 MeV 2 MeVPiP + E 20!180 MeV 7 MeV 52!128 3 -24!24 10TOF n En >15 MeV 3.5 MeVn 10!150 3n 160!200 3Combined Emiss - 8 MeVTable 4.1: Summary of detector performance
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Chapter 5Pion Detection Using The PiPScintillator HodoscopeThis chapter describes the details of the pion detection technique employed inthe experiment. The advantages oered by a scintillator hodoscope are discussedalong side the problems associated with the detector. The methods by which theseproblems were overcome are described.5.1 Pion Detection MethodsPions are light mesons which form an isospin triplet with charges 1,0 and  1.Charged pions have mass of 139.5MeV and decay weakly in the semi-leptonicprocess +( ) ! +( ) +  with a mean time   2:6 10 8s. The neutral pionis slightly lighter having mass 135MeV and it can decay electromagnetically totwo gammas with mean time   10 18s. The neutral pion is detected indirectlythrough its decay gammas. The charged pions live long enough to be detecteddirectly and the following methods have been used [Nag91]: The ++e+ Method:In this technique [Aud77], the pion and also the muon into which it decaysare stopped in the target and the positron, the muon decay product, isdetected. The 2.2s lifetime of the muon makes it possible to count afterthe beam pulse. Only the presence of the pion is established hence the94
technique is inclusive and only applicable near threshold where the pionstops in the target. The Activity Method:Here the radioactivity of the residual nucleus is detected and selected nalstates can be identied giving the measurement an exclusive nature [Rao70].An example being the reaction 12C(;  )12N where the nal nucleus hasonly one stable state. Pion Magnetic Spectrometer:The pion magnetic spectrometer constitutes a major advance relative to theabove detection techniques. Its ability to make dierential cross sectionmeasurements provides a much more sensitive test to theoretical predictionsthan can be made using total cross sections. Scintillator Hodoscope:This technique, developed for this experiment, uses a plastic scintillatorhodoscope to measure the pion angle and energy deposition. Comparedwith the spectrometer it oers a larger solid angle and energy bite. Thehodoscope, however, can not achieve the same energy resolution as a spec-trometer. The technique is less clean and methods need to be developed toaccomplish pion charge identication and unscramble the eect of inelasticscattering of the pions in the detector. The description of these methodsform the content of this chapter.
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5.2 Pion IdenticationIdentication of pions in the PiP detector was achieved in two stages. Firstly, adE-E plot was used to separate pions from electrons and protons. For a giventotal kinetic energy E, particles of dierent mass will deposit dierent amounts ofenergy dE in a thin transmission detector. Figure 5.1 shows a plot of the energydeposited in the PiP transmission detector dE versus the total energy depositedE. The ridge corresponding to pions can be identied and selected for analysis.
Figure 5.1: Particle ridges in a plot of E vs. EThe events in the pion ridge correspond to positive and negative pions. Thekey to the identication of the positive pions lies in their decay mechanism:+ ! + +  (5.1)+ ! e+ + e +  (5.2)Once in the detector, the negative pions are quickly absorbed onto nucleireleasing 140MeV of energy whereas the positive pions decay into muons. The96
lifetime for this process, 26 ns, is too small to be resolved by the detector andthe 4.2MeV kinetic energy of the muon is combined with that of the pion. Thepositive muons associated with the positive pions remain at rest until they decayinto positrons. This decay has a lifetime of 2.2s and can be resolved by thesystem. There are three particles in the nal state, the positron and two neutrinos.The kinetic energy distribution of the positron is shown in gure 5.2 [Bur79] whichshows that the vast majority of positrons are of quite high energy and thus shouldhave no problem overcoming the detector thresholds which are of the order of afew MeV for each block.
Figure 5.2: Kinetic energy distribution of muon decay positronsThe hardware used to identify the afterpulses is discussed in Chapter 3. AnLRS2277 multi-hit long range TDC was used to measure the decay time. TheTDC is started by the PiP particle trigger and stopped each time an afterpulseoccurs in one of the E blocks. Random afterpulses occur if another particle entersPiP within the 6s inspect period triggered by the initial particle. Two methodswere used to suppress these randoms: Target Veto: Signals from the PiP-side of the E-ring were used to vetoafterpulses, since they suggest the afterpulse was due to a particle coming97
from the target and not the decay of the pion. Position Consistency: In the oine analysis, the block in which an after-pulse occurs is compared with the block in which the pion stops. If they arenot even neighbours, this suggests that the afterpulse is unconnected withpion.These techniques reduce the random content considerably. The decay spec-trum allows a quantitative assessment of the residual random content to be made.The multi-hit TDC can record the times of up to three afterpulses. This meansthat the combined decay spectra displays an exponential decay curve due to thepositive pions superimposed on a at random background. If a normal TDC wereused, the randoms would form a exponential distribution. From the spectrum,the percentage of events where the afterpulse was random can be calculated asfollows. Dening the total number of events as Nevents and the number with adecay afterpulse detected as Ndecay, one proceeds to t the decay spectrum, asshown in gure 5.3, with the function:f(t) = A0 +A1e t= (5.3)where  is the 2.2s muon decay time. In fact, the decay curve is not purelyexponential due to the fact that the muon decay is the second in the ++e+chain. The distortion is only observable at small times due to the pion's 26 nslifetime and is neglected in these calculations. If the afterpulse inspect circuitdetects afterpulses within the time interval (t1,t2) then the number of afterpulsesconnected with pion decays is:Ndecay = A1 Z t2t1 e t=dt (5.4)= Nafterpulse  A0(t2   t1) (5.5)where Nafterpulse is the total number of afterpulses in the spectrum.There remains a small correction factor to be applied before one can ascertainthe number of positive pions detected, N+. This is due to the fact that a pion mayhave decayed outside the inspect period (t1; t2) but a random afterpulse may haveoccurred within it, thus satisfying the trigger requirement. If the pion creation98
Figure 5.3: Afterpulse Time and Multiplicity spectratime is denoted t0 then the proportion of decays occurring inside the inspect periodis: Finspect = Z t2t1 e (t t0)=dt (5.6)If the probability of a random occurring inside the inspect period is Prandom, theproportion of decays outside then the inspect period but nevertheless detectedis simply the product of (1-Finspect) and Prandom. The actual number of pionsdetected N+ and the ratio of positive pion events R+ are therefore given by therelations: N+ = Ndecay(1 + Prandom(1  Finspect)Finspect ) (5.7)R+ = N+=Nevents (5.8)The remainder (Nevents - N+) correspond to events where the pion chargehas been misidentied. The data can be corrected by carrying out a randomsubtraction method discussed in the next chapter. The proportion of misidentiedevents was about 10% of the total data set, but where cuts were made e.g. on theexcitation energy of the residual nucleus, this proportion is dramatically reduced.99
5.3 Pion Energy MeasurementAs a pion traverses the scintillator blocks which form the PiP detector, it losesenergy through ionisation of the medium which in turn generates scintillationlight proportional to this energy loss. The collection and measurement of thislight is the basis of the determination of energy deposited in the detector. Themeasurement should correspond to the pion's initial energy however this is nottrue if one of the following occurs: The pion does not stop in the detector. This can happen if the pion hasenough energy to simply punch through the whole detector, which in PiPcorresponds to pions above 180MeV. Alternatively, if a pion scatters in thescintillator it may escape out the sides of the detector. In these cases, theinitial pion energy cannot be reconstructed because the energy with whichthe pion leaves the detector is unknown. The pion undergoes an inelastic process with the scintillator material. Inparticular, the Carbon nuclei of the plastic scintillator. Energy is absorbedor released in the process. Hence, the energy deposited in the detector willnot correspond to the initial pion energy.The rst problem can be easily overcome, given the fact that the detectionof the decay afterpulse guarantees the pion stopped in the detector. The secondproblem is more complex and the challenge for the analyst is to reject eventswhere inelastic scattering has occurred. In order to understand the nature of theproblem the detector was simulated using the GEANT package.5.3.1 Detector Simulation Using GEANTThe PiP detector's response to pions was simulated using the CERN library pack-age GEANT [Bru82]. The detector geometry and materials were loaded into thepackage and an event generator `red' pions at the detector. The pions weretracked through the detector and any decays were recorded and their productsalso tracked. Physical processes could be switched on and o in order to isolatethe eect of each. The response of the detector for pions of diering energies and100
angles could be estimated. The information obtained proved valuable in planningthe experiment and guiding the analysis.
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Figure 5.4: A simulated event in the PiP detectorFigure 5.4 shows the geometry which was loaded into GEANT and a typicalevent with the pion and its subsequent decay products. The response of thedetector to pions of 50, 100 and 150MeV is shown in gure 5.5. As the pionenergy increases it is more likely to undergo inelastic scattering and the responseis degraded i.e. less pions are in the peak corresponding to a correct energymeasurement.The pion decays to a muon which subsequently decays to an electron orpositron depending on the pion charge. These decay curves are shown in g-ure 5.6(left) for both positive and negative pions. The negative pion case showsvirtually no decays in the inspect period as the pion rapidly undergoes an interac-tion with the medium. The response of the detector to particles with an afterpulseis shown in gure 5.6(right) where one can see that those negative pions that dogenerate an afterpulse have undergone inelastic scattering and can be rejected byother methods (as discussed next). 101
Figure 5.5: Simulated PiP response to 50, 100 and 150MeV positive pions
Figure 5.6: PiP response to positive and negative 100MeV pions102
5.3.2 Rejecting Inelastic EventsIn order to be an eective detector, a method is needed to identify events wherethe pion has undergone inelastic scattering. This was achieved by checking tosee if the energy loss in individual PiP layers is consistent with a pion coming torest by ionisation alone. Figure 5.7 shows the predicted energy loss in each PiPlayer versus initial pion energy. Any deviation from these values which is largerthan the 20% one might expect due to straggling suggests the pion has scatteredinelastically and the event should be rejected.
Figure 5.7: Predicted energy losses in individual PiP layersThe predicted energy losses could have been used to compare with the de-tector energy losses in each layer, but this proved over complex due to depen-dencies on particle angle and the dead layers between the blocks. Instead, thepredicted values were obtained from the data itself by using the calibration reac-tion p(; +n) to obtain a sample of events which were known to be `clean' i.e. thePiP energy response was as predicted by the two body kinematics of the reaction.Using these events, a plot of the energy loss in a layer versus total pion energy wasmade. Most of the angular dependency was removed by multiplying the energyloss in a layer by a path factor (1/sincos) which represents the eective thick-103
ness of a layer for a pion with spherical polar angles  and . Sets of parameterswere then obtained for given pion energy and angle intervals. For example, gure5.8 shows the path factor normalised response of the E1 layer for events where thepion stops in the E2 layer. The ridge is tted to a polynomial and the coecientsrecorded. In the real analysis, this polynomial is used to generate the predictedloss on the E1 layer given the total energy deposited. If the dierence betweenpredicted and measured E1 energy loss is greater than certain limits, the event isregarded as unclean and rejected under the assumption that inelastic scatteringhas occurred.
Figure 5.8: PiP E1 layer response for `clean' pion events104
5.4 Pion Detection EciencyThe algorithm described above is used to reject pion events corrupted by inelasticscattering. In order to calculate cross sections, it is necessary to know whatproportion of pion events are undetected either due to lack of an afterpulse orbecause of inelastic scattering. This quantity is the pion detection eciency, + .If the probability of a positive pion generating an afterpulse is P+(afterpulse)and the probability that it does not inelastically scatter is P+(clean), then theprobability that it generates an afterpulse and does not scatter is given by the lawof conditional probability:+ = P+(afterpulse \ clean) (5.9)= P+(afterpulse):P+(cleanjafterpulse) (5.10)where P+(cleanjafterpulse) is the probability that the pion is `clean' given thatit has generated an afterpulse.The two probabilities were evaluated separately, principally because there ismore CH2 data with the afterpulse trigger requirement. Firstly, the probabilityof an afterpulse occurring, P+(afterpulse), was evaluated as follows: CH2 data with afterpulse trigger deactivated was collected. Events corresponding to the p(; +n) reaction (Hydrogen events) were se-lected by cutting on the peak of the predicted minus measured neutronenergy spectrum, where the neutron energy was derived from the neutronangle i.e. independently of the PiP detector. For a given range of predicted pion energies the number of neutrons inthis peak was counted and denoted Nneut. The spectrum was recreated forthose events which generated an afterpulse and the new number in the peakdenoted Nafterpulseneut . The probability of an afterpulse is simple:P+(afterpulse) = NafterpulseneutNneut (5.11)The observed afterpulse eciency is shown in gure 5.9 as a function of pionenergy. It falls o at high pion energies, presumably due to the fact that as105
inelastic scattering increases there is more chance of the pion being absorbed orscattered out of the detector hence being unable to generate an afterpulse. Thecurve was tted to a cubic polynomial for use in the analysis.
Figure 5.9: Pion afterpulse eciency versus pion energyThe second quantity, P+(cleanjafterpulse), was measured using the followingmethod: CH2 data with the afterpulse trigger activated was collected. Hydrogen events were selected as above using the predicted minus measuredneutron energy spectrum. For a given predicted range of pion energies thenumber of neutrons in the peak were counted and denoted Nafterpulseneut . The proportion of `clean' events was found by counting the number of eventsin the peak of the missing energy spectrum, denoted Nclean\afterpulse+ . Therequired probability is simply:P+(cleanjafterpulse) = N clean\afterpulse+Nafterpuseneut (5.12)An example is shown in gure 5.10(left) and the results as a function of pionenergy are shown in gure 5.10(right). The curve is also tted to a polynomialfor ease of use in the analysis. 106
Figure 5.10: Probability of inelastic scattering for afterpulse eventsOne nal point of interest is to look at the probability of an afterpulse giventhat the event is `clean', P+(afterpulsejclean). One would expect almost all`clean' pion events to generate an afterpulse as the pion has not been absorbed orscattered out of the detector. The reason that an afterpulse can be undetected is ifit came outside the inspect period which was from 100 ns to 6s. The proportionof decays inside this period is simply:Finspect = Z 6000100 e t=dt (5.13)= 0:89 (5.14)where the muon decay time  is 2190 ns. This value of 89% agrees exactly withthat observed, which was found by looking at the missing energy peak for eventswith and without an afterpulse. This is shown in gure 5.11. The result was alsofound to be independent of pion energy.
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Figure 5.11: Afterpulse eciency for clean pion events
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Chapter 6Data AnalysisThis chapter describes the method by which single and double arm dierentialcross sections for the exclusive 12C(; +n) reaction were extracted from the datacollected. Once the +n channel is selected, the procedure involves accounting forvarious particle detection eciencies and performing randoms and backgroundsubtractions. Knowledge of photon ux and target density are also essential tomake the absolute cross section measurement.The analysis was performed using the ACQU package [Ann] and spectra wereloaded into the CERN PAW application mainly for presentational purposes. Thou-sands of lines of code were written to perform the analysis and a general descriptionof the approach taken is given below.6.1 Analysis CodeThe ACQU analysis package was developed at the Kelvin Lab, University of Glas-gow. The package provides the general features required in performing any dataanalysis viz. tape handling, reduced data output and spectrum storage and dis-play facilities. Code specic to a particular experiment must be developed by theuser in the form of `C' user dened spectrum (uds) functions. For the purposes ofanalysing the PiP-TOF-Tagger (; +n) experiment the \experim" uds was devel-oped. In order to meet the challenge of analysing a system involving 4 detectorscontaining a total of 500 scintillator bars corresponding to  1000 ADC channels,109
a highly structured, uniform and object oriented approach to the problem wasrequired.Four types of object were identied in the problem: The Experiment - the whole system containing detectors. The Detector - a particle detector containing sub-units. The Layer - a sub-unit of a detector e.g. a layer in PiP. The Block - a scintillator block.The objects form a nested tree structure - the experiment contains detectors,each of which contains layers, each of which contains blocks. Figure 6.1 showshow the present experiment was organised in this fashion.
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Figure 6.1: The structure of the experiment and its sub-systemsThere are a vast number of calibration coecients and event details associatedwith the system and a data structure was developed which mirrors the abovenested structure. A sub-structure was dened for each object, one of the entriesbeing an array of pointers to the objects below it in the tree. The object orientedapproach was maintained in the coding where functions were written to operateon specic object types. The uniformity of the data structure allowed for the110
maximum reusability of code. For example, the fact that both PiP and TOFblock information were stored in the same type of data structure meant thatthe same function could be used to analyse both. As a rule, when a function isanalysing an object it only works with information contained within that objectin the nested structure. This avoids `tangled' data interdependencies e.g. whenanalysing a PiP layer, information relating to that layer and the blocks within itis used and no reference is made to other layers or detectors. This approach allowsfor a very elegant looping round of the system. The code basically loops roundthe blocks in a layer, the layers in a detector and the detectors in the system untilnally the whole system is analysed.The code lls the data structure with event information and then `child' udsfunctions can be called to access desired entries in the structure and pass them toACQU for histogramming.6.2 Data ReductionThe aim of the data reduction process is to isolate those events correspondingto the exclusive (; +n) process. Although part of this process is achieved inhardware by the event trigger, events from other reaction channels still form themajority of the data. It is always safer to reject events in the oine analysis as astrict hardware trigger runs the risk of rejecting desired events.The rst step in the reduction is to remove the various calibration events suchas cosmic ray and LED asher data. This is done by inspecting the contents ofthe pattern registers which record the trigger type. These pattern registers areactually the LRS4508 PLUs discussed in chapter 3, which allow the state of theirinputs to be read out by the data acquisition system. The next stage is to identifypositive pions in PiP and neutrons in TOF.PiP Pion SelectionAs discussed in chapter 5, pion selection is made by cutting on the pion ridge inthe E-E plot shown in gure 3.14. The requirement of an afterpulse (which isperformed in hardware) selects positively charged pions. There was a large back-111
ground of low energy electrons recorded and in order to remove them a softwarethreshold was applied to the pion kinetic energy, T >20MeV. Inspection of theafterpulse decay spectrum showed the resulting sample to be 90% pure + data.The contamination can be removed by a randoms subtraction method discussedlater.TOF Neutron SelectionAll particles produced at the target and entering TOF must pass through theTOF-side of the E-ring. Charged particles generate a signal in one of the de-tector elements and it is by the absence of this signal that neutral particles (inthis case neutrons) are identied. Photons can be rejected due to their relativis-tic velocities. Figure 6.2 shows a time spectrum of one of the E elements; thepeak corresponds to charged particles correlated with the PiP particle trigger.The reduction process demands that none of the elements have any hits in thepeak. Only hits in the peak are considered, the background is due to uncorrelatedrandoms and their component underneath the peak actually causes true neutronevents to be rejected thus a correction for this must be made.One nal point must be made. Even though a + and a neutron have beenidentied, the experimentalist does not know whether or not other particles wereproduced in the reaction. That is to say, there is no guarantee that the datais exclusive. There are two possible approaches to this problem. One is to livewith it and demand that theoretical calculations include contributions from othermultiparticle channels. This is possible using Carrasco theory with its MonteCarlo event generation approach. The second method is to guarantee exclusivityby making a cut on missing energy. By demanding that the residual system wasin a low excitation state e.g. by cutting on the p-shell region shown in gure6.3 one guarantees the measurement was exclusive, as the existence of undetectedparticles would lead to a much higher observed missing energy.
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Figure 6.2: The time spectrum of a TOF-side E element
Figure 6.3: Observed 12C(; +n)missing energy spectrum113
6.3 Randoms SubtractionIn each of the PiP, TOF and Tagger detection systems there is contaminationby randoms. Randoms are detector hits not correlated with the reaction whichgenerated the trigger. In the Tagger, random electrons re focal plane detectorelements. In PiP, random particles can generate afterpulses. Lastly, in TOF, ran-doms re elements of the array. Even though eorts are made to select the prompt(correlated) hits, there remains a random component which must be subtracted.In order to eect this, a separate sample of random hits is required. These hitsare given an appropriate (negative) weight and thus the total spectrum includingevents from prompt and random regions corresponds to the correlated hits alone.6.3.1 Detector Random SamplesRandom samples and the weight attached to them are derived for each detectorsystem as follows.TaggerThe correlated Tagger hits form a peak in the coincidence spectrum and eventsfrom this peak are labelled `prompts' and chosen for analysis. As can be seen ingure 6.4, there is a component of random hits within this region. To subtractthis component two random regions are dened in the spectrum and hits in theseregion are also analysed. The region from which a hit originated is recorded anda weight is ascribed to the hit according to the relative size of the regions:wgtprompt = 1:0 (6.1)wgtrandom =  1:0TpromptTrandom1 +Trandom2 (6.2)The negative randoms weight ensures that spectrum entries originating fromrandoms in the prompt region are subtracted by entries coming from randoms inthe random region. 114
Figure 6.4: Prompt and randoms region in the Tagger time spectrumPiPRandoms in PiP are dened as afterpulses generated not by the decay of thepion but by the entrance of another uncorrelated particle into the detector. Theproportion of random events can be calculated by measuring the at backgroundunderneath the exponential decay curve of the afterpulse TDC.Having ascertained the proportion of random events the problem of their sub-traction is more complex than the Tagger case because it is impossible to obtaina purely random sample. One can however obtain a sample with a higher ratioof randoms to decay afterpulses. The method is then to split the decay spectruminto two regions, `pseudo-prompt' and `pseudo-random' as shown in gure 6.5.The multi-hit nature of the TDC guarantees the randoms form a at backgroundand the random subtraction is performed by giving the afterpulses weights in115







Pseudo-prompt region. Pseudo-random region.
Decay Time.Figure 6.5: Features of the PiP afterpulse spectrumDue to the fact that the pseudo-random region also contains prompts, someprompt events are subtracted from the prompt region. The prompt weight is setgreater than one to compensate for this. The prompt region is from t1 to t2 andthe random region from t2 to t3. The true number of prompt hits i.e. those abovethe at background are dened Np. The number of randoms in the at piece ofthe spectrum is dene Nr. By setting the condition that the weighted sum givesthe true number of prompts Np, the prompt weight can be derived.wgtprompt = 1  e (t3 t1)f(1  e (t2 t1))  (t2 t1)(t3 t2)(e (t2 t1)   e (t3 t1))g (6.4)
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TOFRandoms in TOF can be seen as a at background in the time of ight spectrum.Prompt and random regions are dened as shown in gure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Prompt and Random regions in TOFDetector hits in the random region correspond to time of ights so large theycannot be physical - a neutron with such a low energy would not exceed thesoftware threshold imposed on the detector pulse height. Hits in this randomregion are agged as such and their time of ight is shifted to bring it into theprompt region. These hits are then analysed in the same manner as those in theprompt region. Weights are associated with the hits in proportion to the time ofight windows: wgtnprompt = 1:0 (6.5)wgtnrandom =  1:0TpromptTrandom (6.6)117
6.3.2 Combining Hits - SubeventsThe existence of randoms gives rise to multiple hits in each detector. These hitsare combined, one from each detector, in all possible combinations to form whathave been termed subevents. Note that in the case of PiP, the multiplicity refersto the number of afterpulses, not the number of particles detected which is alwaysunity. Where the number of Tagger, PiP and TOF hits is denoted N , N and Nnrespectively, the number of subevents which can be formed is simply:Nsubevents = N :N:Nn (6.7)Each subevent is analysed as if it were an independent event except that whenspectra are incremented the weight the event is given corresponds to the weightof the hits which constitute the subevent:wgtsubevent = wgt :wgt :wgtn (6.8)where the detector weights are those discussed above and depend on whetherthe hit was in a detectors prompt or random region. If spectra are formed in thisway, the nal contents represent a random subtracted distribution. Figure 6.7shows the Carbon missing energy with and without randoms subtraction.
Figure 6.7: Missing energy spectrum with and without randoms subtraction
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6.4 Detection EcienciesThe weights facility described above in the implementation of randoms subtractionhas also proved very useful in accounting for various detection eciencies. Eachdetector is described in turn.Tagging eciency tagg has been described previously in section 3.3.3. It isdependent on the photon energy. This is due to the fact that higher energyphotons will form a smaller angular cone than low energy ones thus suering lesscollimation. Figure 6.8 shows the obtained tagging eciency as a function of FocalPlane Detector element.
Figure 6.8: Tagging Eciency along the Focal PlaneIn the calculation of cross sections, the photon ux is derived from the numberof electrons detected at a FPD element. This would be sucient if all the associ-ated photons were incident on target, however this is only true for the proportiontagg.Pion Detection eciency,  was described in Chapter 5. Due to the inelastic119
processes undergone by the pion in the scintillator and the algorithm rejectingsuch events,  is a function of pion energy. The pion detection eciency, which isa product of the probability of generating an afterpulse and the probability that,given an afterpulse, the event does not inelastically scatter, is shown in gure 6.9.
Figure 6.9: Pion Detection EciencyNeutron detection eciency, n, is also energy dependent due to the fact thationisation loss is not caused by the neutrons themselves but mainly by knock onprotons in the scintillator. The probability of the neutron interacting with thescintillator is energy dependent. In order to calculate the eciency the MonteCarlo code STANTON [Cec79] was used. The results for a 5MeVee TOF barthreshold are shown in gure 6.10. Where a TOF stand has more than one layer,the neutron can pass through more than one bar. If the eciency for a single baris barn then the total eciency for a stand of N layers, n(N), can be derived fromthe recurrence relation:n(N) = n(N   1) + barn (1:  n(N   1)) (6.9)120
n(0) = 0:0 (6.10)
Figure 6.10: Neutron Detection Eciency for a TOF barThe eciency also depends on the eective thickness a bar presents to theparticle which is angle dependent. There was very little variation in eectivethicknesses and it was assumed that barn depended linearly upon it.All the above detection eciencies are taken into account when calculating theweight of a subevent which is now redened:wgtsubevent = wgt :wgt :wgtntagg(E):(E):n(En; n; n) (6.11)
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6.5 Background SubtractionThere remains one further subtraction which cannot be implemented using theweighted subevent method discussed. This is the subtraction of background eventsstemming from photoreactions with the air surrounding the target. In order toperform this subtraction data was collected with the target removed. This data isanalysed in the same manner as the target-in data and the subtraction performedspectrum by spectrum. Both spectra must be suitably normalised by dividingout the number of incident photons - this is the case for the cross section spectrawhich are presented in this thesis.One of the important decisions facing the experimentalist is what fraction ofthe beam time should be allocated to target-out data collection. The objective isto minimise the relative error in the result i.e. the subtracted spectrum content. Ifthe ratio of the background (target-out) to foreground (target-in) event rate, Rbf ,is known then the optimum fraction of the beam time devoted to target-out runs,Fout, can be derived as follows. Setting the total beam time, T, and the foregroundrate, Ratef , to be unity then the number of foreground and background eventscollected (denoted Nf and Nb) is simply:Nf = (1  Fout):T:Ratef (6.12)= (1  Fout) (Ratef = 1 ; T = 1) (6.13)Nb = Fout:T:Rbf :Ratef (6.14)= Fout:Rbf (6.15)Assuming that the photon ux is constant then the subtraction is performedsimply by weighting the background counts with the the ratio of target-in totarget-out collection times:Nsub = Nf   (1  Fout)Fout :Nb (6.16)The error in this quantity is derived simply as:Nf = qNf (6.17)Nb = qNb (6.18)122
Nsub = s2Nf + (1  Fout)2F 2out :2Nb (6.19)= sNf + (1  Fout)2F 2out :Nb (6.20)The relative error is simply the absolute error divided by the number of counts,Nsub. The optimum fraction of target-out time is found by dierentiating therelative error w.r.t Fout and solving for the case where the derivative is zero (theminimum). The resultant expression is:Fout = qRbfqRbf + 1 (6.21)The result is shown in gure 6.11. In the experiment, it was estimated thatthe ratio of background to foreground rates was 0.05 thus the fraction of timespent with the target out was 0.18.
Figure 6.11: Evaluation of optimum target-out beam time
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6.6 Derivation of Cross SectionsThe basic probability of a nuclear reaction is measured by nding the yield ofreaction products under well dened geometrical conditions for a known incidentux of particles. The probability is expressed as a cross section, . It is relatedto the yield, Y, i.e. the number of reactions which take place, by the relation,Y = N:ntarget: (6.22)where N is the number of incident photons and ntarget is the number of targetnuclei per unit area which can expressed as,ntarget = NA:s=A (6.23)where NA is Avogadro's number (6.021023) and A is the atomic weight of thenucleus. The quantity s is the target mass per unit area, the element of areabeing dened normal to the incident beam. This is simply the product of thetarget density, , and its eective thickness, teff ,s = :teff (6.24)= : tsintarget (6.25)where t is the target thickness and target is the angle between the beam axisand the target plane.A cross section has the dimensions of an area and can be thought of as thatarea through which an incident particle must pass if it is to cause the speciedreaction in the target nucleus. The most commonly used unit is the barn where 1b= 10 28m2. Naturally, a reaction cross section is dependent on the energy of theincident particle and it may, for example, show resonance behaviour as is the casein pion photoproduction. The measurement of a specic reaction cross sectionis actually rather dicult as it requires a detector with an acceptance sucientto cover all possible angles and energies of the reaction products. It is far morecommon, therefore, to measure dierential cross sections where the reaction prod-ucts are limited to some specied region of phase space. Taking for example thep(; +)n reaction at a given incident photon energy, the kinematical quantities124
involved are the kinetic energies and spherical polar angles of the produced pionand neutron, T; ; ; Tn; n; nThe dierential cross section at specic pion polar and azimuthal angle, (; ),is found by measuring the reaction yield, dY, for pions in the element of solidangle d
, dd
 = N :ntarget:dYd
 (6.26)in units barns/steradian (b/sr). The element of solid angle d
, in steradians, isdened in terms of the elements of polar and azimuthal angles, in radians, as,d
 = sindd (6.27)In the case of the p(; +)n reaction, the two-body nal state dictates thatonce the pion angles have been specied the other quantities are determined i.e.an element of pion solid angle d
 corresponds to an element of phase space inthe nal state system. In the case of nuclear pion photoproduction, such as the12C(; +n) reaction studied here, the above kinematical restraints no longer applydue to the presence of a third particle, the residual nucleus, in the nal state. Anelement of phase space is now dened by specifying ve of the six kinematicalquantities and if one chooses the set fT; ; ; n; ng then the dierential crosssection is denoted, d3dTd
d
nin units b/MeV.sr2. This triple dierential cross section is a function of vevariables, although due to the system's azimuthal symmetry it depends only onthe dierence of pion and nucleon azimuthal angles, not on each independently.To represent the quantity, it is necessary to x four variables and plot it as afunction of the remaining one. This for example can be seen in the Tomsk dataof gure 1.4 where pion and proton angles were xed and the dierential crosssection plotted versus proton energy. To do this requires a lot of statistics as oneis limited to such a small region of phase space that only a small fraction of eventswill fall in each bin. For this reason, it is common to integrate over one or moreof the variables. For example, if one integrates over the pion energy one obtains125
the double dierential cross section,d2d
d
n = Z d3dTd
d
ndT (6.28)Due to detector thresholds it is only possible to integrate over some range ofenergies and it is important to state these integration limits if comparison oftheory and experiment is to be made possible.The data obtained in this experiment will be presented mainly as integrateddouble dierential cross sections. The integration limits, Tmin =20 and Tmax =180MeV,are wide enough to cover almost all the produced pions. Some triple dierentialcross sections will be presented, though with inferior statistical error bars. Datawas taken on the Carbon target for a total of 45 hours. The photon ux wasapproximately 106/s for each tagger element (i.e. 2MeV photon energy bin). Theyield was extracted from the data using weights to perform randoms subtractionand to compensate for the various detection eciencies,Y = Xevents Xsubeventswgt (6.29)wgt = wgt :wgt :wgtn:n (6.30)The number of incident photons, N , was obtained from the tagger scalerscombined with the tagging eciency.N = Ne0 :tagg (6.31)The scalers were gated such that they did not count while the system wasdead. This means that no explicit dead time correction need be made to the data.Cross sections were derived for both Carbon and Hydrogen. The quantity ntargetwas obtained for each target as detailed in table 6.1
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Target Mass (g) Area (cm2) s Atomic Wgt sint ntargetCH2 - - 0.915 14.01 0.342 21.1501023 (H)C 26.86 2.00 0.839 12.01 0.342 1.231023Table 6.1: Target Details6.6.1 Hydrogen Cross SectionsIn order to test the system, data from the CH2 target was used to obtain dieren-tial cross sections for the free pion production process p(; +)n. The dierentialcross section was obtained for four photon energy regions, each 50MeV wide, be-tween 225 and 425MeV. It was plotted as a function of pion polar angle in thecentre of mass system , dd
 = YN :nHtarget:
 (6.32)This represents the dierential cross section averaged over the solid angle bin
. The solid angle bins were dened by using 5 CMS pion polar angle bins andone 30 azimuthal angle bin. There is only need for one azimuthal angle bin as thedierential cross section is constant w.r.t.  as demanded by symmetry. Onlydata points where the corresponding neutron angle lies within the TOF detectorarray were used i.e. only those points where there is 100% geometrical eciency.The reactions on Hydrogen were separated from the Carbon events by requiringthat particle energies and angles were consistent with two body kinematics. Acut was also made on the missing energy peak. The data were compared withpredictions of the B-L free pion photoproduction operator [Blo77] which havecompared well with previous data [Bet68]. The B-L predictions were also averagedover the large photon energy bins. The comparison of data and theory is shownin gures 6.12 and 6.13. An overall normalisation factor of 1.25 was applied to allspectra to improve agreement. This corresponds to a loss of 20% of the events,which could be reasonably be expected from eects such as unaccounted deadtime, rejection of events due to randoms contamination and pion decay beforeentering the PiP detector. The latter eect is estimated to be a 10% eect at127
T=20MeV falling to 5% at pion energies above 100MeV. As can be seen fromthe graphs, the agreement is generally quite good. The few data points that are inparticular disagreement may be due to the fact that the pion detection eciencyis modelled by a smooth curve but may show more intricate structure. In thecase of the integrated double dierential cross sections to be presented in the nextchapter, the pion energy is integrated over and sensitivity to the ner details ofthe pion detection eciency should be greatly reduced.The Hydrogen results give credibility to the detection technique and shouldpromote condence in the Carbon results which were obtained in an identicalexperimental setup. The main uncertainty lies in whether to apply the samenormalisation constant to the Carbon results and this issue is discussed morefully in section 6.6.3.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of Hydrogen cross sections with theory129
Figure 6.13: Comparison of Hydrogen cross sections with theory130
6.6.2 Carbon Cross SectionsThe dierential cross section for a given photon energy is dened as,d3dTd
d
n = YN :ntarget:T:

n (6.33)This represents the average dierential cross section over the given energy andangular bins. The cross section was obtained for four photon energy regions, each40MeV wide, between 240 and 400MeV. The binning recipe used is shown intable 6.2. Quantity Range Bin Size No. of BinsT 20-180 MeV 10 MeV 16 60-120 15 4 (-15)-15 30 1n 10-150 5 28n    170-190 20 1Table 6.2: The binning recipe employed in extracting Carbon cross sectionsThe last condition exploits the azimuthal symmetry of the system. It demandsthat the neutron is emitted approximately in the reaction plane dened by thepion. It amounts to a 20 neutron azimuthal angle bin if one imagines that ateach event the system is rotated around the beam axis such that the pion is at = 0. The integrated double dierential cross sections were obtained simplyby summing over all pion energy bins. The target-out background was found todisplay similar behaviour to the target-in data. The missing energy spectrumsuggests that Nitrogen and Oxygen were the main contributions. Figure 6.14shows the target-out missing energy spectrum and gure 6.15 show a typical crosssection measurement for both the target-in and target-out data set. The target-out contribution is only 2% of the target-in and was therefore neglected as it iswell below the systematic errors in the measurement.131
Figure 6.14: Missing Energy Spectrum for Target-Out Data
Figure 6.15: Cross section contributions of target out and in data132
6.6.3 Evaluation of UncertaintiesExperimental data is meaningless without error bars and this section is devotedto a discussion of the various factors which contribute to the uncertainty in theresults. There are two types of error, statistical and systematic, and they havevery dierent natures.Statistical ErrorsStatistical errors simply reect the fact that the experiment measures probabilitiesand in the same way that it would require many throws of a die to precisely testthe probability of a particular outcome, the experimentalist needs to detect manyevents to precisely measure a reaction cross section. In the simplest case of aspectrum bin containing N counts, the associated statistical error is simply pN .In the current experiment, the situation is complicated by the need to performrandoms subtraction and also to compensate for detection eciencies. This isdone by assigning a weight to each event. In this case, the contents of a spectrumbin, W, and the associated statistical error, W , are given by the relation [McG94]:W =Xwgt (6.34)W = rX(wgt)2 (6.35)This reduces, in the case where all the weights are unity, to the simple pNrule described above. Statistical errors can be reduced either by collecting moredata or by using larger bin sizes. In fact, the bin sizes are often determined bythe desire to obtain a certain level of statistical uncertainty. The data presentedin the current experiment was binned in order to achieve statistical errors below15%.Systematic ErrorsSystematic uncertainties are more dicult to calculate than statistical ones. Theystem from uncertainties in the calibration procedure and there is no simple for-mula to evaluate them as is the case for statistical uncertainties. In the currentexperiment, much of the systematic uncertainty is removed by comparison to the133
known cross section for the p(; +n) reaction. The sources of systematic errorand their estimated sizes are listed below.1) Tagging Eciency: Tagging eciency was measured at various times dur-ing the experimental period and found to be stable. Although the taggingeciency for a given tagger element was obtained with a statistical uncer-tainty of 2-3%, by tting the results over the whole focal plane to a smoothfunction, the uncertainty was reduced to the 1% level.2) Pion Detection Eciency: Calibration data was used to obtain the de-tection eciency which was tted to a smooth function of pion energy. Thelimited amount of data available for this procedure led to an estimated 5%uncertainty in the result obtained.3) Neutron Detection Eciency: The authors of the code STANTON[Cec79], which was used to evaluate the eciency, quote an uncertaintyof 5% in their result.4) Target Density: The target was precisely weighed and measured hencethe error in the density should be negligible, certainly below 1%.5) Randoms Contamination: The presence of a random particle may causea genuine event to be rejected. For example, a random in the TOF-sideE can mean that the event fails to satisfy the `neutral particle in TOF'condition. Such eects have been estimated to have a 5% eect.6) Solid Angle: In calculating dierential cross sections, cuts in polar andazimuthal angles are made to dene elements of solid angle. Uncertaintiesin the position calibrations lead to uncertainties in the size of the solid angleelement. This uncertainty is estimated to be about 6%.
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7) Pion Decay in Flight: the decay of pions before arrival in PiP will cor-rupt the angular information. The eect can be reduced by demandingconsistency between the start detector and PiP positions. This leads to anmaximum loss of events of 10% at 20MeV falling to 5% above 100MeV.Although the normal procedure would be to combine the above factors toachieve an overall systematic uncertainty, the use of the Hydrogen calibrationreaction allows much of the uncertainty to be removed by application of a nor-malisation factor to achieve agreement between current and previously establisheddata. A normalisation factor of 1.25 was applied to the Hydrogen data. This gavereasonable agreement with the Blomqvist-Laget model [Blo77]. Blomqvist andLaget claim that their model ts the previous data with `a great degree of ac-curacy'. The data of Betourne et al. [Bet68], which agrees with the B-L modeland the current normalised data, was quoted with systematic errors of 4%. Thenormalisation was performed on a limited amount of calibration data and thestatistical error in the normalisation factor was found to be 10%. The overalluncertainty in the normalisation is therefore 12%, where the above two values areadded in quadrature.The only remaining uncertainty is whether the same normalisation applies tothe Carbon measurement as was used for the Hydrogen data. Of the systematicerrors listed above, items 1) to 5) apply equally to the Carbon and Hydrogenmeasurements. In the case of the Carbon measurement, there exists the additionaluncertainty in the element of neutron solid angle as the data are presented asdouble dierential cross sections. This depends on the uncertainty in the TOFazimuthal angle calibration, which is estimated to be about 5%. There is alsoan uncertainty in the eect of pion decay in ight. In the Hydrogen data, someof these events may be rejected if they fail to meet the constraints of two-bodykinematics. In the Carbon data, however, such constraints are not present andsome of these events will be accepted. The associated uncertainty is estimatedto be approximatedly 7%. These two eects lead to an uncertainty of 9% in therelative normalisations of the Carbon and Hydrogen data sets. Combined with theerror in the normalisation factor itself, the total systematic error for the Carbondata is found to be 15%. 135
Chapter 7Results and DiscussionIn this chapter, the experimental results are presented and compared with the-oretical predictions. The form chosen to express the results depended partly onexperimental considerations viz. thresholds, geometry and the level of statisticsand partly on the nature of the theoretical predictions. Two theoretical modelswere considered, a factorised DWIA approach embodied in the code THREEDEE[Cha77] and a full microscopic approach as calculated by the code of Carrasco andOset [Car94]. The comparison of the data with each model is treated separatelyin the sections below.7.1 Comparison of Data with DWIA PredictionsAs discussed in Chapter Two the DistortedWave Impulse Approximation (DWIA),as applied to nuclear pion photoproduction, involves three main model ingredi-ents; an elementary production operator, a bound state wave function and opticalmodel potentials to describe the nal state interactions of the produced particles.The expression for the cross section is given in equations 2.46 and 2.47. In thecode THREEDEE, which was modied by G. van der Steenhoven in order todescribe the 16O(;  p) reaction [Pha91], the Blomqvist-Laget production oper-ator [Blo77] was chosen to describe the free pion photoproduction process. Thebound state wave function is generated from a mean eld potential representedby a (real) Woods-Saxon form. The potential is varied to reproduce the observed136
binding energy of the struck nucleon. The optical potentials incorporated in theTHREEDEE code are fairly old parameterisations. Ideally, one would like touse the DWIA formalism of Li, Wright and Benhold [Li93] who use the pion-nucleus optical potential of Carr et al. [Car82] and the nucleon-nucleus potentialof Scwhandt et al. [Sch82]. Hopefully, this comparison will be made once the datais published. A comparison with THREEDEE is, however, useful as long as thelimitations of the optical potentials are borne in mind. In the code, the distortedpion wave was generated using the Cottingame-Holtkamp pion-nucleus opticalpotential [Cot80]. The potential was extracted from pion scattering data for avariety of nuclei, including Carbon-12, for incident pion energies above 100MeV.For the sake of comparison, two nucleon-nucleus optical potentials were employed,the Jackson-Abdul potential [Abd79] and that of Nadasen et al. [Nad81]. TheJackson-Abdul potential was extracted from p-12C scattering at incident protonenergies between 50 and 150MeV. The Nadasen potential, which has faired prefer-ably in more recent literature [Ste95], is a global parameterisation based mainlyupon proton scattering from Calcium, Zirconium and Lead at incident energiesbetween 80 and 180MeV. In order to look at p-shell production, a 1p3=2 boundstate wave function is used with a spectroscopic factor of 2.6, as extracted from(e; e0p) scattering data [Li93]. The code was used to extract predictions of thetriple dierential cross section which were then integrated over the experimen-tal pion energy and neutron out-of-plane angle limits to enable comparison withexperiment. The integrated double dierential cross sections were therefore,d2d
d
n (; n) = Z T=180T=20 d3dTd
d
ndT (7.1)The cross sections are averaged over the 20 degree diff bin. The cross sec-tions are presented for four energy regions, each 40MeV wide, between 240 and400MeV. At each energy, they are plotted as a function of neutron polar anglefor four pion angles corresponding to  at 67, 82, 97 and 112 7:5. The doubledierential cross section results and integrated DWIA predictions are shown ingures 7.1 to 7.8. The error bars reect the statistical uncertainty of a data point.The systematic uncertainty was discussed earlier, in section 6.6.3, and found to beapproximately 15%. Only those data points where the TOF detector gave 100%137
geometrical detection eciency are shown i.e. the missing points correspond togaps between stands of the TOF array. Triple dierential cross sections are shownin gures 7.9 to 7.11. They are presented for each of the four photon energy re-gions. Two pion angles were selected, 67 and 112, with the neutron angle chosensuch that it be conjugate to the pion, viz. 40 and 20, in order to maximise statis-tics. At the higher energies the statistical errors are large but at lower energiesthe quality of the data is good.DISCUSSIONThe rst impression gained from studying the double dierential cross sectionspresented is that the DWIA predictions do very well at reproducing the form ofthe data. The Abdul-Jackson potential does particularly well while the predictionsbased on the Nadasen potential fall below the data, particularly at low photonenergies. It would be dangerous, however, to draw strong conclusions from this asthe predictions depend equally on the pion optical potential and the agreementfound using the Jackson potential could be due to the cancellation of errors in both.More importantly, the validity of the comparison at the lowest photon energy mustbe questioned due to the bulk of the neutrons being at energies lower than that forwhich the potentials were designed. At higher photon energies, this objection isno longer valid and in fact the Jackson and Nadasen predictions tend to converge.Setting the debate on the magnitude of the cross section aside, there can beno doubt that the shape is well reproduced. Figure 7.2 shows this particularlywell. This gives weight to the conclusion that the data really do constitute quasi-free pion production and that the Impulse Approximation is appropriate in thisdomain.The presentation of triple dierential cross sections certainly provides muchmore information but unfortunately the quality of data is inferior. To make mat-ters worse, the region where the data does have good statistics, i.e. the lowestphoton energies, is exactly the region where the theory is suspect because theoptical potentials are being applied at energies below that for which they were de-signed. This deciency in the theory will hopefully be rectied by the applicationof more recent optical potentials as discussed above. One can at least say that138
the data presented at and above 300MeV photon energies is not inconsistent withthe theory and good agreement can be seen at 300MeV. At 340 and 380MeV,the forward angle data is of better quality and it seems that the predictions fallbelow the data at higher pion energies.One of the main points of interest to come out of the data is that it providesno support for previous claims that there is a dramatic reduction in the crosssection at forward pion angles. The experiment of L.D. Pham et al. [Pha91],which was described in chapter 1, studied the 16O(;  p) reaction at a photonenergy of 360MeV. They found that the integrated cross section at pion angle = 64 and proton angle p = 40 was a factor three lower than the predictions ofTHREEDEE. In this experiment, the data actually seems to exceed the predictionsas can be seen in the upper plot of gure 7.5. This is not a direct comparisonas the present experiment is studying the 12C(; +n) reaction. However, the tworeactions are expected to show similar trends.
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Figure 7.1: Double Dierential Cross Section Data140
Figure 7.2: Double Dierential Cross Section Data141
Figure 7.3: Double Dierential Cross Section Data142
Figure 7.4: Double Dierential Cross Section Data143
Figure 7.5: Double Dierential Cross Section Data144
Figure 7.6: Double Dierential Cross Section Data145
Figure 7.7: Double Dierential Cross Section Data146
Figure 7.8: Double Dierential Cross Section Data147
Figure 7.9: Triple Dierential Cross Section Data148
Figure 7.10: Triple Dierential Cross Section Data149
Figure 7.11: Triple Dierential Cross Section Data150
Figure 7.12: Triple Dierential Cross Section Data151
7.2 Comparison of Data with Carrasco TheoryThe comparison with Carrasco theory is desirable because it represents a micro-scopic approach to the problem including the many medium eects that are ofinterest in these reaction studies, in particular -propagation. There are, however,some problems in performing the comparison with the exclusive 12C(; +n) reactionstudied here and this section outlines these problems and suggests how they couldbe overcome. This is not to suggest that meaningful comparison is not possible,simply that there are complexities to be considered which are beyond the scope ofthe current work. The problems are two-fold and are described separately underthe headings `Nuclear Structure' and `Exclusivity'.Nuclear StructureCarrasco theory, which is discussed more fully in Chapter 2, is based on a nuclearmatter calculation which is applied to the nite nucleus by the use of the localdensity approximation. The main consequence of this is a lack of nuclear structureeects in the model; nucleons preside in a Fermi gas as opposed to the singleparticle wave functions of the shell model. The model therefore cannot be used tostudy p-shell nucleon removal as was the case with the DWIA discussed earlier.This weakness is shown explicitly where the missing energy spectra, for exclusive+n events, of theory and data are compared in gure 7.13. The theoreticalmissing energy is essentially 20MeV lower than that of the data and thus itwill predict correspondingly higher kinetic energy distributions for the producedparticles. Perhaps, it would be possible to incorporate nuclear structure by the useof momentum wave functions and binding energies but these eects are not in themodel as it stands which makes it dicult to compare to measurements sensitiveto these eects such as the exclusive data presented in this thesis. A rst orderattempt at meaningful comparison can be made by summing data and theoryover a wide missing energy range incorporating p and s-shell nucleon removal.This, however, has implications for the exclusive nature of the measurement whichpresents a new problem. 152
Figure 7.13: Comparison of Missing Energy Spectrum in Theory and DataExclusivityIn the comparison of data and DWIA predictions, only p-shell removal was con-sidered. This was achieved by cutting on the corresponding peak in the missingenergy spectrum. This in eect means that the residual nucleus was left intact, inthe ground or a lowly excited state. This guarantees that the measurement wastruly exclusive (; +n) . If however one studies higher missing energies there isno longer any guarantee that a third undetected particle was not emitted in thereaction. Thus comparison with theory must be able to account for this. The Car-rasco and Oset code generates events via a Monte Carlo method and comparisonwas made with data by selecting the two-particle +n channel in both theory anddata. However, a proper comparison would require consideration of the detectorgeometry to ascertain how many multi-particle events are recorded in the data.The problem of exclusivity increases with incident photon energy as the likeli-hood of multi-particle emission increases. Comparisons of data and theory should153
be possible at lower energies and gures 7.14 to 7.16 present double dierentialcross sections for photon energies regions between 240 and 320MeV. A neutronlower energy threshold of 30MeV has been applied due to limitations in the the-ory. The large binning employed is partly in order to reduce the eects of thenuclear structure which may be partially smeared out and also to give betterstatistics such that one can ascertain if the theory predicts the overall magnitudeof the cross section. At higher energies, the theory falls below the data which isprobably due to the presence of multi-particle events in the data which have notbeen included in the theory.ConclusionAs it stands the theory does quite well in reproducing the data at the lowerphoton energies studied. Certainly, future more detailed comparisons are to beencouraged.
Figure 7.14: Double Dierential Cross Section Data154
Figure 7.15: Double Dierential Cross Section Data155
Figure 7.16: Double Dierential Cross Section Data156
Chapter 8ConclusionsThe conclusions that can be drawn from the work described in this thesis fallinto two categories; those relating to the experimental techniques developed andemployed and those relating to the results extracted and their implications forthe study of nuclear pion photoproduction. In making these conclusions, theopportunity is taken to suggest possible detector improvements and future reactionstudies.Experimental TechniquesThe main innovation of the current work has been the development of a piondetection technique using the plastic scintillator hodoscope, PiP. The problemsovercome in developing the method were discussed specically in Chapter 5 andfrom it one can conclude that with support for afterpulse detection and carefulcalibration and analysis, PiP can be used as an eective large solid angle, moderateresolution pion detector.Although emphasis has been placed on the PiP detector, the measurementsmade in this work rely equally upon the Glasgow photon tagging spectrometer andthe Tubingen time-of-ight array, TOF. This work represents one of the initialstudies using the combined PiP-TOF-Tagger system to perform exclusive coin-cidence reaction measurements. In particular, the development of the weightedsubevent method of data analysis has been important in order that randoms sub-tractions and detection eciencies could be properly and eciently treated in the157
extraction of cross section results.Although the detector system performed adequately for the current study, fu-ture improvements which would be desirable include better vertical position reso-lution in the PiP detector. This would be essential if, as is proposed, asymmetriesare to be measured using polarised photon beams. Other minor improvementscould include the use of a longer pion afterpulse inspect period in order to facil-itate more eective randoms subtraction and the collection of more calibrationdata such that the pion detection eciency could be more precisely obtained.Pion Photoproduction in NucleiThe results of this thesis represent the rst comprehensive measurements of ex-clusive nuclear pion photoproduction reactions in the -region, the previous mea-surements being performed in very restricted kinematics [Pha91, Gla79a]. Thedierential cross sections for p-shell excitation of the residual nucleus were mea-sured and compared favourably with the DWIA predictions although limitationsin the optical potentials employed should be noted. This suggests that the theimpulse approximation is capable of describing the quasi-free events and castsdoubt on previous suggestions that there was a large decit in strength at forwardpion angles [Pha91]. This conclusion, however, does not preclude the existenceof new non-quasi-free mechanisms and a careful analysis of the higher missingenergy and possibly multi-particle events would be required to ascertain if excessstrength is present. This undertaking is, however, outside the scope of the cur-rent work where the aims were the development of the detection technique anda survey of the reaction in the low missing energy region. Although the data setis comprehensive, this is not to say it is without weaknesses. Certainly, a higherlevel of statistics is desirable to avoid the need for the large bin sizes used in thepresentation of the data. The current study has been the rst major test of thedetection system and with the lessons learned future studies would be able to op-timise the data collection and hopefully obtain better statistics in a comparabletime frame. Future reaction studies could also exploit the recent development ofpolarised photon beams at Mainz. The study of asymmetries should provide evenmore sensitive tests of medium modications to the elementary pion production158
operator and has been actively encouraged by theorists [Li93]. This work providesan important contribution to the available data in this eld and it is hoped thatit will stimulate theoretical investigation and thus forward our understanding ofnuclear photoreactions and the nature of the nucleus itself.
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Appendix ATabulation of ResultsThe following tables represent the numerical values of the double and triple dier-ential cross sections which were plotted in chapter 7. The errors quoted are dueto statistics. A further 15% systematic error is common to all the data points.
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12C(; +n) p-shell nucleon removald2=d
d
n (b=sr2)LABn LAB = 67 LAB = 82 LAB = 97 LAB = 11212. 9.18  2.73 18.06  3.64 18.25  3.92 15.23  3.3817. 16.58  2.85 20.18  2.92 20.46  2.66 14.23  2.2622. 17.46  2.05 17.26  2.05 16.42  2.01 14.30  1.9632. 12.18  1.85 16.56  1.87 11.64  1.89 16.20  2.0337. 14.16  1.79 14.46  1.73 11.62  1.67 19.27  2.0342. 12.22  1.58 11.70  1.43 15.08  1.66 14.27  1.6557. 7.60  1.09 8.76  1.08 9.35  1.17 4.42  0.8662. 7.58  1.14 6.50  0.99 5.61  0.90 3.89  0.8167. 7.12  1.05 5.13  0.89 3.78  0.74 1.66  0.4982. 3.00  0.64 1.26  0.47 1.82  0.44 1.26  0.4587. 1.36  0.42 0.99  0.37 0.59  0.28 0.44  0.3492. 1.21  0.39 1.09  0.40 0.22  0.23 0.62  0.3497. 1.07  0.41 1.48  0.45 0.23  0.18 0.61  0.33102. 1.53  0.76 1.88  0.79 1.09  0.52 0.32  0.28107. 0.81  0.36 0.65  0.33 0.11  0.15 0.42  0.23Table A.1: < E > = 260MeV
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12C(; +n) p-shell nucleon removald2=d
d
n (b=sr2)LABn LAB = 67 LAB = 82 LAB = 97 LAB = 11212. 8.98  4.16 25.96  5.19 22.05  4.69 19.46  4.7817. 13.77  2.98 33.21  4.06 32.23  3.74 29.51  3.9322. 27.61  3.28 28.45  3.15 29.70  3.25 26.66  3.1832. 30.95  3.51 28.62  3.18 25.35  2.93 28.34  3.1537. 16.11  2.22 24.62  2.74 25.30  2.75 24.32  2.7442. 19.31  2.36 25.50  2.62 18.22  2.22 17.37  2.2857. 16.72  2.02 15.92  1.87 9.85  1.49 6.24  1.2662. 10.48  1.56 10.81  1.54 7.00  1.25 1.78  0.7167. 10.03  1.52 6.56  1.22 4.92  1.03 1.44  0.5582. 3.77  0.91 1.24  0.53 1.98  0.61 0.17  0.1987. 4.45  1.03 1.43  0.52 1.16  0.51 0.10  0.1592. 3.63  0.92 1.81  0.65 0.65  0.44 0.07  0.1397. 1.92  0.69 1.91  0.65 0.95  0.43 -0.11  0.04102. 0.75  0.71 0.38  0.38 0.75  0.59 1.30  0.70107. 1.41  0.55 0.34  0.29 -0.17  0.15 0.15  0.17Table A.2: < E > = 300MeV
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12C(; +n) p-shell nucleon removald2=d
d
n (b=sr2)LABn LAB = 67 LAB = 82 LAB = 97 LAB = 11212. 24.67  6.04 33.55  5.80 32.68  5.22 43.40  6.6217. 23.26  4.31 39.55  4.95 41.14  4.84 36.44  4.5622. 33.08  4.49 38.86  4.24 34.92  3.95 30.25  3.6332. 43.40  4.91 37.80  4.49 35.29  4.20 20.88  3.1137. 35.20  4.32 41.08  4.42 28.65  3.28 26.47  3.3642. 28.05  3.46 21.29  3.00 27.82  3.14 17.33  2.5357. 14.50  2.20 14.24  1.98 5.54  1.36 3.35  1.0862. 17.50  2.49 10.04  1.82 7.18  1.60 1.12  0.6067. 10.84  1.93 9.21  1.99 4.26  1.11 0.54  0.3982. 3.54  1.16 1.85  0.79 1.87  0.95 -0.06  0.0387. 4.21  1.41 1.57  0.80 0.15  0.20 0.11  0.1592. 2.07  0.88 1.71  0.75 0.14  0.18 0.28  0.2697. 0.70  0.59 0.36  0.43 0.37  0.32 0.16  0.19102. 2.18  1.38 0.07  0.20 0.41  0.51 0.14  0.05107. 0.99  0.69 0.27  0.37 -0.05  0.04 -0.03  0.03Table A.3: < E > = 340MeV
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12C(; +n) p-shell nucleon removald2=d
d
n (b=sr2)LABn LAB = 67 LAB = 82 LAB = 97 LAB = 11212. 21.44  5.47 25.79  6.67 31.20  6.19 33.27  6.3317. 20.92  4.54 30.61  4.82 35.94  5.20 32.39  4.9422. 20.49  3.97 30.54  4.36 43.58  4.96 20.12  3.3132. 40.73  5.55 34.14  4.62 20.97  3.70 17.17  3.3737. 30.38  4.26 21.32  3.36 21.82  3.29 13.65  2.5942. 22.97  3.61 18.72  3.01 20.44  2.98 9.33  2.2157. 12.37  2.65 9.03  2.06 4.39  1.37 0.26  0.2862. 9.21  2.14 5.06  1.54 3.31  1.09 -0.05  0.2367. 4.86  1.59 3.03  1.21 3.08  1.13 0.67  0.5182. 0.77  0.52 -0.09  0.06 0.46  0.53 -0.29  0.2787. 0.73  0.50 1.28  0.81 0.36  0.40 0.00  0.2792. 1.50  0.86 0.29  0.34 -0.02  0.02 0.12  0.2497. 1.35  0.79 -0.04  0.04 0.24  0.26 0.23  0.23102. 1.87  1.19 -0.06  0.06 -0.05  0.05 0.22  0.24107. -0.07  0.05 -0.04  0.04 0.00  0.05 0.51  0.47Table A.4: < E > = 380MeV
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12C(; +n) p-shell nucleon removald3=dTd
d
n (b=MeV:sr2)< E > = 260MeV < E > = 300MeVLAB = 67 LAB = 112 LAB = 67 LAB = 112T(MeV ) LABn = 40 LABn = 20 LABn = 40 LABn = 2025. 0.025  0.015 0.372  0.069 0.019  0.018 0.076  0.04135. 0.186  0.041 0.259  0.068 0.052  0.024 0.294  0.07345. 0.283  0.051 0.285  0.061 0.100  0.036 0.379  0.08155. 0.316  0.055 0.192  0.052 0.233  0.052 0.254  0.06465. 0.291  0.057 0.097  0.048 0.221  0.053 0.202  0.06375. 0.149  0.042 0.110  0.039 0.311  0.064 0.258  0.07885. 0.074  0.033 0.044  0.037 0.266  0.058 0.432  0.09395. 0.008  0.021 0.069  0.037 0.116  0.039 0.250  0.066105. -0.014  0.014 - 0.213  0.060 0.256  0.091115. - - 0.080  0.040 0.149  0.067125. - - 0.056  0.034 0.054  0.038135. - - -0.002  0.002 0.041  0.036145. - - 0.003  0.003 -155. - - - -165. - - - -175. - - - -Table A.5:
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12C(; +n) p-shell nucleon removald3=dTd
d
n (b=MeV:sr2)< E > = 340MeV < E > = 380MeVLAB = 67 LAB = 112 LAB = 67 LAB = 112T(MeV ) LABn = 40 LABn = 20 LABn = 40 LABn = 2025. - 0.166  0.062 - -0.004  0.00435. - 0.039  0.033 - 0.089  0.04945. 0.040  0.023 0.214  0.066 - 0.092  0.05055. 0.099  0.038 0.521  0.108 - 0.188  0.07665. 0.120  0.045 0.423  0.103 0.018  0.018 0.155  0.06875. 0.217  0.058 0.175  0.067 0.085  0.039 0.424  0.10685. 0.407  0.084 0.586  0.121 0.120  0.050 0.271  0.08495. 0.408  0.087 0.265  0.080 0.279  0.076 0.299  0.099105. 0.433  0.092 0.280  0.089 0.316  0.086 0.240  0.088115. 0.307  0.087 0.242  0.080 0.383  0.097 0.210  0.090125. 0.359  0.092 0.323  0.100 0.180  0.067 0.290  0.105135. 0.214  0.083 0.043  0.035 0.234  0.085 0.273  0.112145. 0.071  0.048 -0.005  0.005 0.329  0.107 0.121  0.073155. 0.241  0.092 0.048  0.048 0.390  0.122 -165. 0.199  0.100 - 0.267  0.102 -175. 0.047  0.047 - 0.067  0.050 -Table A.6:
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